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Captain’s Letter

THE EUROPEAN ‘GOLF HERITAGE TOUR’ gets broader 
and deeper: hickory events are blossoming every-
where. At the end of July in Sweden, ‘Europe won the 
Cup’ ie the Hickory Grail (details later in the mag) 

and congratulations go to team captain David Kirkwood for 
all his hard work again this year in continuing this now well-
established fixture.  The Grail contest, which brings over many 
friends among our BGCS American members, was held over 
two days at the classic links course of Falsterbo Golfklubb in 
southern Sweden, and they hosted us as part of their centenary 
celebrations. The Swedish Hickory Championship followed 
the match and titanium was thus cheerfully forgotten for three 
full days. There were no less than 192 entrants for the Swedish 
Championship, and this enthusiastic and youthful turnout 
was a triumph for Jörgen Linse and Pehr Thermaenius who 
patiently built up interest in this event over many years.                                                                   

~·~
Then I was off by train to the German Hickory meeting 
on the spectacular forest course at Bad Wildungen, a town 
which still has the grandeur of the spa era when the great and 
good of Europe ‘took the waters’. The meeting was hosted by 
Christoph Meister of the Deutsches Golf Archiv and President 
of the European Association of Golf Collectors and Historians.  
Randy Jensen had stayed on in Europe after the Swedish event 
and gave an excellent clinic for players and local members.  

The following week saw the first French Hickory Open 
event and this was played in the elegant setting of the his-
toric Chantilly club north of Paris, this year celebrating its 
centenary.  Jean-Louise Panigel and wife Tiên of La Société 
Française de Golf Hickory were the enthusiastic organisers of 
this pioneering event and added many extra attractions and 
unusual trophies.  At the meeting it was good to catch up with 
Jean-Bernard Kazmierczak one of the founders and past-
president of the EAGCH.  Stuart Gibbs spoke on his collection 
of putters.  

~·~
Another European treat followed on quickly. A while back, 
Michael Sheret, Captain of the Australian Golf Heritage 
Society and a frequent visitor to Europe, was so impressed 
with the recent book by Sara and Geert Nijs on Jeu de Crosse 
that he urged them to organise a match against the Belgian 
players who they had found still playing the ancient game as if 
in a time-warp. Michael, Christoph Meister and I were brought 
in and inducted into the mysteries that give many insights into 
how European club-and-ball games were played of old. Our 
Belgian hosts, who enjoy their food and drink in their cosy 
clubhouse, were delighted to have us play. We left laden with 
gifts, and heavy antique crosse clubs, rightly regarded with 
suspicion by Ryanair.

~·~
The last event of the Hickory Tour was the first Czech Hickory 
Open at the Golf Club Lisnice outside Prague, with a nine-
hole event at Hostivar the previous day.  Czech golf has had a 
turbulent last 100 years, and no-one was more pleased to have 
this event emerge than Prokop Sedlak the historian whose 
golfing family have played since the 1920s. Czechoslovakian 
golf blossomed in the fashionable spa towns from the early 
1900s and later Henry Cotton et al visited and played at the 
spa towns.  Golf almost disappeared in WW2 and was further 
marginalised in the Communist era from 1948.  It is now re-
emerging strongly. Local organiser was hickory enthusiast Jiri 
Martinka and I assured him that someone somewhere will 
have hickories stamped with a Carlsbad or Marianbad or other 
Czech source: let him know.

David HamIlton
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Society news

dress, keen to win. We heard of typical 
cases where young members of SGS 
had set up groups within their own 
clubs to foster an interest in golf his-
tory and promote hickory play. Thirty 
members of Falsterbo GK played in the 
Championship over their own course. 

BGCS members from Europe and 
America were made extremely wel-
come; proceedings at all events were 
conducted in English for our benefit – 
in all cases fluently and usually without 
notes. 

This was a pleasurable and 
rewarding trip; Svenska Golfhistorika 
Sällskapet has a lot to be proud of; there 
is much to learn from their example. 

In Praise of Swedish Heritage Golf

Members will read later in this issue of 
the successful Society trip to Sweden at 
the end of July, to see the country, play 
some courses in the South, and to help 
celebrate the centenary of Falsterbo 
Golfklubb in what can be described as a 
festival weekend of golf history. 

On arrival, we were all given a copy 
of an excellent summary of the history 
of Golf in Sweden, published by the 
Svenska Golfhistorika Sällskapet (the 
Swedish Golf History Society) and 
written by joint member of the two 
societies, Pehr Thermaenius. This is 
formally assessed in the Books Review 
section at the rear of this magazine. 
Although Pehr identifies fleeting con-
tact with golfing Scottish merchants 
in the eighteenth century, and the 
beginning of organised golf in the early 
part of the last century, the real devel-
opment of Swedish Golf was from the 
1960s, when national playing numbers 
mushroomed 30-fold from around 
20,000 to over 600,000. In spite of cold 
winters when golf is difficult or even 
inaccessible, participation now rep-
resents around 6% of the population, 
double that of the UK.

Our own experience of golf in 
Sweden was brief but impressive. Fine 
courses with high club membership 
allow relatively low subscriptions and 
green fees. Membership is egalitarian, 
with healthy family participation mak-
ing noisy, happy, vibrant clubhouses. 
Passionate about heritage and hickory 
play, and founded in 1996, Svenska 

Golfhistorika Sällskapet has more 
members than does BGCS worldwide. 
It publishes a stylish yearbook packed 
with membership details, articles and 
pictures. One of the members is Jörgen 
Mårtensson, Director of Svenska 
Golfmuseet (the national golf museum), 
whom we met at the Grail Dinner. 

Pehr Thermaenius and Jörgen 
Linse started the Swedish Hickory 
Championship with eighteen players a 
mere eleven years ago. This year there 
were an amazing 182 competitors. 
What was remarkable about them was 
not just their enthusiasm, but in many 
cases, their youth; men and women in 
their twenties and thirties in period 

Jörgen Linse, Adam Mednick, Claes Kvist and  Pehr Thermaenius, 
organisers of the Swedish Hickory Championship:

S o c i e t y  N e w s
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Society events

The above championship was played 
on the 29th of May, over the excellent 
Gullane No 3 course in rather windy 
but sunny conditions – a typical 
Gullane day. The prizewinners all tied 
on the same excellent score of net 67. 
After a count back the Champion was 
Philip Truett, with Willie Tanner 
as runner-up and Ron Archer third. 
Winner of the scratch prize, on his 
first entry to the Scottish Hickory 
Championship, was Swedish profes-
sional, Adam Mednick,  playing 
beautiful golf off scratch, with a score 
of 71. The Musselburgh foursomes 
played earlier in the day resulted in a 
win for Jonas Fack and Adam Mednick 
with a stableford score of 19 points for 
the nine-hole competition.

Scottish Hickory Championship

Golfers and guests enjoyed a superb 
meal in the Gullane clubhouse, organ-

Philip Truett on his way to winning the 2009 Scottish Hickory Championship 

In the weekend of the 6th and 7th May, 
two hickory events were played at 
Bro-Bålsta GK. The Club is primarily 
known for being the home course of 
Annika Sörenstam but in recent years 
has gained a reputation for being an 
hub for Swedish hickory golf. 

The Nordic Hickory Match between 
the Swedish and Finnish Golf History 
Societies ended in a comfortable win 
for the Swedes by 22 - 3 in aggregate 
holes. Captains of the teams were 
BGCS members Patric Andersson 
(Sweden) and Antti Paatola (Finland). 

The following day, the Bro-Bålsta 
Hickory Open was played for the third 
year with 41 participants from Sweden, 
Finland and the USA. Antti Paatola, 
won the open competition with an 
impressive net score of (95 -21 = 74). 
Viktor Edin, a junior, won the Club 
hickory golf championship with 81 off 
scratch, to became the youngest club 
champion in hickory golf. 

Patrick andersson

Hickory Golf at Stockholm Strathtay Centenary Celebrations

ised and presided over by Archie Baird.
ron Beatt

For the hickory match at Strathtay on 
the 20th of June, the Society enjoyed 
azure blue skies with puffy clouds 
drifting in a one-club breeze. The 
course was in excellent condition with 
good greens and springy fairways. A 
wholesome lunch of lentil soup and 
Scotch pies was followed by a match 
played in a good spirit and further 
refreshment at the ninth green. Despite 
this surfeit of hospitality BGCS ran out 

narrow victors in most matches to win 
by 4 matches to 2.

Festivities concluded in The Inn 
on the Tay to finish off the day with a 
lovely meal. Small is beautiful: Having 
recently completed nine new tees to set 
up eighteen different holes Strathtay 
is a course well worth a visit. Views 
are stunning and hospitality second to 
none. 
HamisH ewan
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SE Region Meeting at 
Walton Heath 

The second ‘Hickories on The Heath’ 
Match took place at Walton Heath 
on the morning of Saturday the 27th 
of June. Format was seven foursomes 
with Sunningdale adjustments to 
those two or more down. Many faced 
two hours or more by car but the big 
effort came from Bill Farmer, Winfield 
Padgett, John Crow Miller and Mark 
Wehring, all of whom travelled from 
the United States. Also playing were 
the recently retired Walton Heath 
Professional Ken Macpherson, 
together with Simon Peaford, his 
former assistant and now Head 
Professional. Club Champion, Ross 
Galgut, also played.  

The New Course was in excellent 
condition and appreciated by all who 
played. Individual matches were very 
close with the aid of Sunningdales  
giving 31/2 points to each side. The two 
Walton Heath wins were augmented by 
a quarter point for each bye, giving the 
Club a narrow win by half a point.

Philip Truett arranged an excellent 
programme, with a first-class lunch, 
followed by a choice of either an 
afternoon round of golf or a visit 
to view his books at his new home. 
Philiip generously provided the wine 
in celebration of his very recent 
retirement. We all wish him and Juliet  
many happy years in their new home.
JoHn Hawkins.

S o c i e t y  N e w s

It is said of our members that we wear 
old clothes and play with total indiffer-
ence to the weather. The latter charac-
teristic seemed likely to be tested to the 
full when eighteen members travelled 
from courses as far afield as St Andrews 
and Weston-super-Mare to Cavendish 
on July 3rd, for a series of early morn-
ing showers had matured into a tor-
rential downpour. Members chatted 
over coffee and studied the display of 
Cavendish and MacKenzie memora-
bilia whilst the greens staff squeegeed 
the greens and the Professional stared 
anxiously at the leaden skies.

Just in time the weather relented 
and the match for the MacKenzie Kist 
got underway promptly at 1.30 pm with 

Match v the MacKenzie Society at Cavendish GC, 
Buxton

the Captain and Vice Captain leading 
the opposing sides. The matches, on a 
well prepared course, were keenly con-
tested in an excellent spirit with many 
MacKenzie  players resolved to try 
hickories on a future opportunity. The 
new Pearson rules for handicap allow-
ances, were adopted and the result was 
a win 5 to 3 for the MacKenzie Society 
and thus the Captain passed the Kist 
with its lingering aroma of Sobranie 
Black Russian to the safe keeping of 
Nick Leefe. The question of the divided 
loyalty displayed by certain players will 
doubtless be subject to closer scrutiny 
before the next occasion.

ricHard atHerton.

The MacKenzie Kist

In his TTG report on last summer’s 
match against the Seniors at Edgbaston 
Golf Club, Peter Heath recorded the 
closeness of the result, and expressed 
the view that the Society could take 
encouragement from the improvement 
in the showing of our team.

This year as before we enjoyed 
playing 27 holes of foursomes golf 
on the classic Colt-designed course 
against strong and cultured opponents, 

Hickory Match v The Senior Golfers’ Society

but happily in dry weather.
There were however two 

disappointments. First was the absence 
of Peter himself due to an unfortunate 
car accident. Second was that his hopes 
that our continued improvement in 
performance were dashed. In truth 
we lost 51/4 to 11/2, and like the test 
selectors after the drubbing of England 
at Headingley by Ricky Ponting’s 
resurgent (temporarily, as it turned 

out) players, Peter may have difficulty 
knowing to whom to turn for the 
next match in order to stop our losing 
streak.

The lunch was of the usual high 
standard, and many players stayed for 
a congenial chat over tea and scones 
before leaving for home, tail between 
legs. 

ricHard atHerton
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Weather for the Society’s Open 
Championship Meeting at Irvine belied 
the gloomy forecasts with warm sun-
shine and  a light breeze. The course 
is laid out on undulating linksland 
above the estuary of the River Irvine. 
Fairways were generous, although 
this is not always apparent from the 
tee; woe betided any BGCS member 
who strayed into the punitive heather, 
broom and whins. This Braid layout 
has a number of classic linksland holes, 
but also some quirky ones – notably 
tempting short par fours, where the 
well-placed tee-shot is essential. Greens 
were noticeably fast and true. 

A number of visitors went out 
gamely with hickories, the Club 
Greenkeeper, Derek Simpson, even 
enjoying the rare pleasure of unwrap-
ping a brand new Dunlop 65 on the 
first tee. Derek was the best of the visi-
tors and Peggy Crabtree claimed the 
Ladies prize. John Still was our own 
Champion Golfer of the Year with a 
hickory-inspired 36 points to win the 
Ray Gossage Memorial Trophy by a 
margin of two from John Pearson. 

Proceedings in the Clubhouse were 
superbly marshalled by event organiser, 
Jim Wyper, with an excellent lunch 
and dinner. BGCS Captain, David 
Hamilton presided.  He announced the 
award of this year’s Murdoch Medal to 
David Malcolm and Peter Crabtree 
for their ground-breaking Tom Morris 
of St Andrews. In the unavoidable 

Open Championship Meeting

David Hamilton presents the Murdoch Medal to Peter Crabtree

absence of David Malcolm, Peter 
accepted the medals on behalf of the 
co-authors, pointing out Old Tom’s role 
in the early days of the PGA, and the 
relevance of his attendance at the Irvine 
Professional Tournament in 1904.

This was a fine Open Meeting.

JoHn Pearson

Midlands Meeting at Kidderminster 

Midlands Meeting at Kidderminster
The Kidderminster Golf Club in 
Worcestershire was the venue for the 
Midlands Region Summer Meeting 
on Friday the 14th of August.  The 
Club, which was originally called the 
Comberton Golf Club, was formed 
in 1909 so it was fitting for the BGCS 
to visit during the Centenary year. 
The original nine-hole course was 
laid out by GV Tuck, the Midland 
Professional and over the years it has 
been extended, maturing into a fine 
parkland course.

The golf was followed by a 

convivial dinner at which the Club 
Captain, Alan Stanyer, spoke about 
the history of the Kidderminster 
GC. Prizes were presented by Nick 
Underwood, the Club President 
and former Professional. Bill Druce 
scored 36 points to win the first prize 
with Richard Jeffs runner up with 33 
points on a better back nine from Dave 
Norman. Last yearís winner, Denis 
Pick, won the hickory prize with 29 
points. Guest Prize was won by Paul 
Druce scoring 36 points.

keitH BilBie
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German Hickory Championship

The first German Hickory 
Championship was played on the 5th of 
August at Bad Wildungen Golf Course. 
Golf was first played here in 1907 by 
British Spa Guests and today’s course is 
a 1930 Charles MacKenzie-Hoffmann-
Fahrenholz design. 

The event started with a golf clinic 
by Randy Jensen, eight times US 
National Hickory Champion. The 35 
competitors including seven ladies 
and players from Australia, Czech 
Republic, France, the Netherlands, 
Scotland, Sweden, the USA and 
Germany. Winning score in the men’s 
division was 73 shots (par 70) by Iain 
Forrester, a Scottish professional and 
BGCS member, living in Belgium and Christoph Meister and Iain Forrester

Stuart Gibbs won the handicap prize

teaching in the Netherlands. Perry 
Somers, an Australian professional 
based in Germany, came second with 
77. Markus Kümmerle,  from the 
Lake Constanze region playing out of 
GCSchloss Langenstein was the leading 
amateur with 85.  Britta Nord from the 
Bro-Bålsta GK won the Ladies section 
with with 88. 

David Houska from Prague and 
Irene Beleke from Hanover won the 
respective net score competition for 
the Dr Jürgen Kienle Preis, named after 
the late BGCS member and President 
of GC Bad Wildungen. This was kindly 
donated by his widow and BGCS mem-
ber Hannelore Kienle. 
cHristoPH meister 

The French Hickory Champonship at Chantilly

Czech Hickory Open

Jean-Louis Panigel, President of the 
French Hickory Golf Society (SFGH), 
organized the Open de France Hickory 
2009 during the centenary celebra-
tions of Chantilly Golf Club, near 
Paris. Well-known as the venue for the 
French Open Championship on a num-
ber of occasions, the course was rede-
signed by Tom Simpson in the 1920s. 
For this inaugural championship, 
length was reduced to the original 5650 
metres, with a hickory par of 75. The 
event attracted a field of 22 competitors 

from seven countries, including twelve 
BGCS members. 

The first French Hickory Champion 
was Australian professional Perry 
Somers with a 74, two ahead of Randy 
Jensen. Third was David Kirkwood 
with a remarkable 78. Stuart Gibbs 
won the net prize with (80 - 11 = 69).

The organiser of the event, Jean-
Louis Pantigel, is to be thanked for 
getting this event started. 

JoHn Pearson

Sunny competitors at Lisnice

This inaugural event attracted 
twelve enthusiastic entrants to the 
historic nine-hole course at Lisnice, 
overlooking the mountains in Central 
Bohemia. In glorious weather, Prokop 
Sedlák, the grand old man of Czech 
golf, took the top prize, with Jean 
Hamilton third. All competitors 
celebrated an excellent meal with local 
Radegast Birell lager. 

cHristoPH meister
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The Hickory Grail and Swedish Hickory Championship

Falsterbo Golfklubb is one of the three 
oldest in Sweden, being founded in 1909 
by local residents who had encountered 
the game while on business in England. 
Early members were professional and 
business people from nearby Malmo, 
withsummerhouses at this extreme 
southern tip of Sweden. 

The Club moved to a nine-hole 
course on its present site in 1911, laid 
out by Robert Turnbull, Professional to 
the Copenhagen Golf Club – a short 
boat trip across the Öresund. 

Situated at the end of a peninsula 
dividing the Baltic Sea from the Öresund, 
this is one of the rare linksland courses 
of mainland Europe. Links character 
is emphasised by sea and sandhills on 
two sides; additional hazard is provided 
by almost 100 bunkers, water and 
marshland on most of the inland holes, 
and by the ever-present wind.

The course has been a regular venue 
for national events and in 1963 hosted 
the European Team Championship. In 
1986, it hosted a European professional 
Tour event, the PLM Open won by 

Peter Senior, and in late August 2009, 
staged the Ladies European Team 
Championship.

The Hickory Grail
Conditions for the opening Grail 
fourballs on Thursday were overcast 
and blustery, with flurries of rain and 
even a brief electrical storm. Much 
focus was on the top match between 
local professionals Pierre Fulke and 
Adam Mednick, and Randy Jensen 
and Mike Stevens, multiple winners of 
the American Hickory Championship. 
Steady near-par golf saw the Americans 
peg back the European lead to one hole 
at the half-way stage – Fulke having 
holed a critical twelve-footer on the 
Ninth to stem the American fight-back, 
and turn 1 up. Then in the strengthening 
breeze the superior power and control 
of the younger European pairing 
gradually widened the lead to an 
unassailable 4/2 margin. Elsewhere in 
the fourballs, strong play from the all-
Finnish combination of Mika Hjorth 
and Antti Paatola prevailed over Curt 

Sampson and John Crow Miller. The 
final American pairing of Bill Farmer 
and Mark Wehring maintained an 
unbeaten sequence over the previous 
six years, by winning against Clive 
Mitchell and Chris Homer. Across all 
matches, Europe held a narrow lead of 
31/2 to 21/2 after the first day. 

On Friday, similar difficult cond-
itions saw the morning foursomes 
shared evenly, leaving everything to 
play for in the afternoon singles. Wins 
by the all-Swedish top three, Pierre 
Fulke, Claes Kvist and Klas Ohlsson 
opened up a four-point lead, and 
though the American side gained three 
out of next available four points, wins 
by Hislop, Pearson, Hjorth and Tanner 
brought back the Grail to Europe. Mark 
Wehring maintained his unbeaten run 
for the USA in the final match, but too 
late to make any difference. 

Saturday – The Swedish Hickory 
Championship
The Swedish Hickory championship was 
played in benign conditions with a light 

The teams pose with the Hickory Grail before the match
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breeze. Though control over full shots 
was easier, the warm sunshine baked 
the greens, making a difficult short 
game. There were 182 competitors, 30 of 
them from the host club and significant 
numbers of competitors in their 20s 
and 30s. . 

The Falsterbo course was part-
icularly challenging; about eleven 
of the holes are of distinct linksland 
character, with well-bunkered fairways 
that demand careful thought and 
accurate shot placement. Greens were 
subtly-contoured and fast. Wind was 
ever-present but varying in strength 
and direction between south-east and 
south-west. The 6400 yards for the 
Grail were reduced to around 6000 for 
the Championship. 

The former Professional at the Club, 
Peter Chamberlain, now works as a 
design consultant and course architect in 
nearby Gothenberg. Invited to compete 
in the event, he was constantly greeted 
by spectators and Club members, one 
of whom included 93 year-old Ove 
Kristersson, who first caddied on the 
course in 1935.  

Format for the Championship was 
pure strokeplay, the sections for seniors, 
ladies and the main event being decided 
by best gross score. Popular winner of 
the seniors’ prize was local member 
Thomas Frick, also a member of BGCS, 
with a score of 88. Philip Truett was 

third in this section. Winner of the 
ladies prize with a score of 90, was 
Marie Wennersten-From, a teaching 
professional at Lunds Akademiska 
Golfklubb and former winner on the 
Ladies’ European Tour,  

The difficult conditions on the 
greens got to the various professionals 
one by one, until Pierre Fulke and Per 
G Nyman were left tied for first place 
on three over par 74. Out they went for 
a sudden death playoff over the seventh 
hole, a 350-yard dogleg back to the 
clubhouse. After tying with par at the 
first time of playing, Nyman’s second 
tee shot took the brave line over the 
corner, sufficient to leave a niblick to 
the heart of the green and then a four-
foot putt for a Championship-winning 
birdie. Though new to hickory golf, 
40-year-old Nyman is no stranger to 
tournament pressures, having won 
on the Challenge Tour. BGCS’s Mark 
Wehring had an excellent 76 to finish 
third in the Championship, and, off 
nine handicap, won the best net prize.

Jorgen Linse, Adam Mednick, 
Claes Kvist and Pehr Thermaenius had 
an extensive list of people, including 
many in the host club, to thank for this 
most important event. But it is to them 
that we, as overseas visitors, must thank 
for their efficient organization of this 
most enjoyable weekend.
John Pearson

Thursday Fourballs (Europe first)
Fulke/Mednick bt Jensen/Stevens 4/2
Sherwood/Patrick lost Harris/Deinlein 1 up
Norcott/Linse bt Bauer/Speed 1 up
Werner/Still hvd Hill/Ahlschwede a/s
Paatola/Hjorth bt Sampson/Miller 5/4
Mitchell/Homer lost Farmer/Wehring 3/2
Europe 31/2  USA 21/2

Friday am Foursomes
Ohlsson/Kvist bt Jensen/Stevens 1 up
Truett/Hislop lost Holtz/Guerard 1 up
Notley/Kirkwood lost Wolffe/Beckerich 3/2
Beatt/Mednick bt Deinlein/Harris 1 up
Tanner/Mullock bt Sampson/Bauer 2/1
Ewan/Pearson lost Wehring/Farmer 4/2
Europe 3   USA 3

Thursday pm singles
Fulke bt Jensen 5/4
Kvist bt Speed 4/3
Ohlsson bt Holtz 5/4
Patrick lost Guerard 3/2
Mitchell hvd Beckerich a/s
Wijikstrom lost Wolffe 6/5
Still hvd Miller a/s
Hislop bt Stevens 5/3
Pearson bt Sampson 2/1
Hjorth bt Farmer 4/3
Tanner bt Bauer 4/3
Notley lost Wehring 3/2
Europe 8   USA 4

Overall Result: Europe 14½   USA 9½

Forthcoming events
Whittington Heath

The Midlands event at Whittington 
Heath Golf Club on Friday 26 June 
2009 had to be abandoned after a few 
holes due to a heavy rainstorm that 
flooded the course.  Keith Bilbie has 
rearranged the fixture for the 2nd of 
October, and members wishing to 
visit this classic heathland course near 
Lichfield are asked to contact him on 
0115 920 3842. As before, both ancient 
and modern clubs are welcome.

Literati of the Links

David Hamilton continues his meet-
ings of the Literati of the Links in St 
Andrews, on the 14th of October. Venue 
for both the meeting and the dinner 
afterwards will be St Andrews’ famous 
Byre Theatre. Star attraction will be 
Peter Georgiady, making his first visit 
for many years to the Home of Golf to 
talk to us about the history of clubmak-
ing. All are welcome. Further details 
from David Hamilton.

Hickories on the Heath

John Hawkins has organised an attrac-
tive double-header in Surrey for late 
October. On Thursday the 28th, we play 
our annual match against Clapham 
Common GC over the Mitcham 
Common Links. The following day, we 
take on the PGA over Walton Heath, 
followed by dinner in the clubhouse.

Both fixtures are popular, and early 
application is recommended, Entry 
forms to be returned to John Hawkins.
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The Amateur Championship – Troon 1956

by 
John Beharrell

WHEN IT WAS SUGGESTED that I write about 
my 1956 win of the Amateur Championship 
at Troon some 56 years ago I sat down with 
a degree of bewilderment. Many of my trips 

to Scotland have brought fond and lasting memories, mostly 
devoted to golf and fishing. I remember our family holiday 
at Machrihanish in 1951 when I was thirteen. It was a big 
adventure and a long journey in a pre-war car and I can 
remember holing a seven foot putt on the last green to beat 
80 for the first time. 

Preliminaries
In 1955 the Boy’s Championship was at Barassie when I 
experienced the genuine keenness and support for golf. It was 
a memorable week and Brian Aitken from Glasgow beat me 
in the semi-final, and in turn he lost to the local star, Stewart 
Wilson. There were four of us who carried Stewart back to 
the clubhouse from the scene of the final hole. Not so long 
ago, Stewart and I were able to recount some of the fun we 
had that week both being a little fatter and what hair we have 
somewhat greyer!

It was during that week that it was suggested I should 
perhaps consider entering for the Amateur at Troon the 
following June. Under normal circumstances I would still 
have been at school. However, when aged sixteen I contracted 
a viral illness that prevented me from playing in the Boy’s 
Championship in 1954. The outcome was that the medics 
of the day suggested I should spend plenty of time outside 
playing golf for the next eighteen months; but then I had to 
get involved with the real world of work and study. 

I received encouragement from my parents to play golf 
and I am sure they wondered where it would lead. Having 
three children and now seven grandchildren, I can see how 
doubts must have been in their minds. I was lucky enough 
to have a good coach in Jack Cawsey and was determined to 
make the most of this golfing sabbatical. At my home club, 
Little Aston, I was able to play with international golfers, 
especially Charlie Ward, who was a magical golfer and a top 
Ryder Cup player, from whom I learnt a lot and against whom 
I could measure my performance. 

In 1955/56 I was able to play in a number of top 
professional and amateur events, but the quality and standard 
of the entrants was very different then. In 1955, for the Boy’s 

Championship, I stayed at the Sun Court Hotel overlooking 
the sixteenth fairway at Troon. That year I never set foot on 
Troon, but I got the feeling it was something special and it set 
me a target for the Amateur in 1956. 

I played in the English Amateur Championship on April 
1956 at Royal Lytham & St Annes, where I had the good 
fortune of beating that charming man Alan Thirlwell by a 
convincing margin. Alan had won the English Championship 
in 1954 and 1955 and that gave me added confidence when 
I arrived at Troon a few weeks later. The Amateur was the 
big one and meeting the star players was a thrill. There were 
players like Joe Carr, David Blair, Guy Wolstenholme, Gerald 
Micklem, Tony Duncan, Reid Jack, Max McCready and 
many others. I think it was only JB Stevenson who played 
from the home club that week. I had four practice rounds, 
two of which were with Michael Bonallack. 

On the Sunday before the Championship started the 
course was closed and most of the players devoted their time 
to practising and hitting shots up the Portland course. At the 
time I felt reasonably confident with my long game so found 
a small corner on the Junior course where I spent six hours 
just practising run-up shots, realising the course was running 
fast and the greens were small. It was my confidence in that 
shot that carried me through. 

In the ‘50s the amateur game received much publicity, 
which sadly is not the case today. Television had hardly 
touched the sports arena, but the press certainly went to town. 
It can be said with certainty that all the players were playing 
for the fun of amateur golf, with perhaps one exception, and 
that was Doug Sanders from America, who shortly after 
being beaten in the first round, turned professional. Players 
in those days saved their pennies and used their precious 
holiday allocation to play in championships.

Golf was just beginning to get back on the road after 
the Second World War, so there was much interest at Troon 
where the keenness throughout West of Scotland was second 
to none. I know that Charlie Yates, who won in 1938, felt the 
strength and following of golf at Troon was very special.

Early rounds
It’s always good to get away in the first round of a 
championship after all the waiting and my first opponent 
said that if I could control some of my emotions I might get 
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through a few rounds – I took heed. Dr Bill Tweddell and his 
wife Dods from the Midlands took their annual pilgrimage to 
the Amateur. He won in 1927, was runner-up in 1935, and 
was full of support for me and gave me much useful advice 
during the week. Their son Michael remains a good friend 
and strangely we first met on the cricket pitch. The crowds 
showed immense appreciation for good shots and in spite 
of natural eagerness for a Scottish winner, gave me much 
encouragement. In the ‘50s there were few players in their 
teens so I was the exception, which is very different from 
today.

The course has undergone changes since the ‘50s, with 
the main alterations being at the Sixth, where there used 
to be a large valley in front of the green, which, as I seem 
to remember, made for a blind third shot. The other major 
change was at the Eleventh which was a short sharp dogleg 
to the right and now, of course, there is a longer Eleventh 
resulting in the new Twelfth. 

I felt quite calm as the week progressed and enjoyed more 
and more the atmosphere of Troon and the Championship. 
I managed to get a few notable scalps early on and then in 
the sixth round I came up against Gene Andrews, who in 
1954 and 1955 won the Public Links Championship of the 
United States. It was my seven-iron run-up shots that came 
to my rescue; I had my closest match of the week and won 
by 2/1. I was recently told that it was Gene Andrews who 
taught Jack Nicklaus the art of measuring distances on a hole, 

about which Jack was so particular. This in turn has had a 
considerable influence on the modern game today.

Final rounds
At the 1956 Championship the quarter final, semi-final and 
final were all 36 hole matches and in spite of my earlier illness 
I felt there was no one better prepared than myself, having 
spent much time in running and getting fit and strong. In 
the quarter-final against Dr Frank Deighton I played my 
best golf of the week and this allowed me to play Reid Jack 
in the semi-final. He was quite rightly regarded as the best 
player in the latter stages. We had a tough match and like 
many close encounters there was one turning hole. This was 
the famous Postage Stamp in the morning. For the first time 
in the week I was one down. Reid played to the green first 
and just cleared the front bunker with his ball staying above 
ground. I followed and pitched within inches of Reid’s ball, 
and the ball fell back into the bunker. From there I holed out 
and won the hole and went all square instead of two down, 
which can be typical of match play. 

In the final on Saturday, I played Leslie Taylor from 
Ranfurly Castle, who had a strong list of achievements in 
Scottish golf. When I arrived at the clubhouse I was handed 
a pile of telegrams from well-wishers. The day was grey and 
windy, with a big crowd that kept growing and gradually I 
saw faces of friends who had travelled up overnight from 
home, which in those days was a long journey. My doctor 

The final against Leslie Taylor
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even came to give support. By the sixth hole in the afternoon 
I was five up and then at the Seventh I had the good fortune 
of holing my pitch, which made me six up. All was not over 
because then I lost the next four holes. The wind had risen to 
force eight and the crowd was still growing, with dust flying. 
We waited on the twelfth tee for twenty minutes allowing 
the crowd to clear. During that interval, I said to the referee, 
Neil Selway, Chairman of the Championship Committee: 
‘Excuse me Sir, can you tell me the score?’ The press made 
quite a meal out of that, including Leonard Crawley, the 
golf correspondent for the Daily Telegraph. I then managed 
to hole a slippery downhill putt on the Twelfth and won the 
Thirteenth and Fourteenth for victory. 

Every match that week was played in the true spirit of the 
game and all my opponents were gracious in defeat, which 
could not have been easy when I was a lad of just eighteen. By 
the end of the week, I had played eleven highly competitive 
rounds. 

I can still remember being escorted from the fourteenth 
green back to the clubhouse by two large policemen and 
then of course there was the prize-giving. This took place 
just outside the main front entrance with the car park full of 
spectators. It’s an experience that will remain with me for the 
kindness of the members and the support of the crowd. Even 
now that I have more time to enjoy golf I keep coming across 
people who say they remember watching me at Troon.

People now ask if it would have been better to have had 
more experience and was it just a flash in the pan? I believe 
if you have a chance it must be taken and during a week the 
winner has to come away with a few breaks. During the rest 
of 1956 I played reasonably well and played in the Dunlop 

Masters at Prestwick and in the Home Internationals at 
Muirfield. There were added pressures without doubt and 
I did have to keep my part of the bargain with work and 
study. My grandfathers, fathers and uncles were engaged in 
industry and commerce and it was expected that I would go 
in the same direction. My week at Troon did present a time 
of decisions but all I can say is that I am here to tell the tale 
some 53 years later and in spite of golf ’s many frustrations 
I still love playing. I played in five Amateur championships 
and reached the latter stages in two of them. With a young 
family and a job it was inevitable that golf tended to drift 
into the background. I played at Royal Troon in the Amateur 
of 1978. My preparation that year was to hit a few practice 
shots on the playing fields of my son’s school in Yorkshire 
at seven in the morning because half term clashed with the 
Championship. 

I played in the Sean Connery Pro Am at Royal Troon 
and had a memorable two days playing with Brian Huggett 
and Cliff Michelmore, Brian had of course finished third to 
Arnold Palmer at Troon in the Open of 1962. 

It was a great thrill to return to Royal Troon as Captain of 
the Royal and Ancient Golf Club in 1999, when I was made to 
feel so welcome. Then to be made an Honorary Member was 
the greatest honour, which I accepted with very considerable 
pride and gratitude. 

There are certain clubs, which as one approaches, one 
feels special excitement mounting; Royal Troon is one of 
those. With the membership, course, clubhouse and general 
ambience, it all goes the whole way in allowing Royal Troon 
to make such a major contribution to the traditions and 
standing of golf.  

In action during the final The Captain of Troon GC presents the trophy
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Letter from America
by Brown Ale

                         L e t t e r  f r o m  A m e r i c a            

PERHAPS 2009 WAS A WATERSHED YEAR. 
Tiger struggled at the US Open. The Hickory Tiger 
struggled at the National Hickory Championship 
at Oakhurst Links, West Virginia. It is an 

understatement to say both events were plagued by unwanted 
precipitation. Unlike our 2009 national championship of 
golf, the NHC was won by a foreigner for the first time in 
twelve years. Bobby Sly, a lean young man with a sweet swing 
from Kingston, Ontario took top honors in his third start. 
His 78-83 = 161 was two shots better than Tom Johnson, 
Kent, Ohio. Rounding out the top six were Colin Madole, 
Clarkston, Michigan and fresh out of Albion College, Matt 
Boumphrey, Kent, Ohio and Mike Stevens, Tampa, Florida 
tied at fourth, then Tanner Stewart, Zanesville, Ohio. Medals 
were presented to the top six places.

Southern West Virginia has seen its share of rain the two 
weeks prior to the championship.  Golfers found the course 
damp but not overly soggy with wet spots in the usual places.  
However by the time the action started the earthen teeing 
grounds still had not dried out enough and to prevent any 
slipping injuries tee shots were played from the grassy edges.  

This minimal change in positioning became a major problem 
in the first tee.  A new angle through the chute of trees now 
claimed at least one out of every three drives. Overhead 
branches that were once incidental were now in play and after 
striking wood a number of players were hitting their second 
shot from behind the tee box. The temperatures were ideal, 
the grass might have been a little longish because of the rain 
and the greens running at a torrid 2 to 21/2 on the stimp made 
for a great golf test. Golfers played in a gentle rain on Friday 
and in sunshine on Saturday. A fun time was had by all and 
all contestants played the same course, as they say.

The prestige awards were made at the Championship 
Dinner Friday evening. Winner of the Lynah Sherrill Award 
was Tom Johnson. The Dundee Prize had co-winners in 
2009—hickory golf pioneer Ralph Livingston III and John 
Miles (Bromley, Kent). Paul Dietz, Sarnia Ontario won the 
Society of Hickory Golf Bogey Award. Finally, the hotly 
contested Ladies Best Dressed award went to Ann Smith for 
the second straight year with first timer Connor Lewis taking 
the coveted Allen Wallach Best Dressed Award.

Brown Ale

Johnny henry
We are sad to report the death of former BGCS member 
Johnny Henry, at the age of 82. Johnny died peacefully in his 
sleep at his home in Ennis Texas, on the 10th of August, while 
recuperating from the effect of a serious fall. 

Born in 1927, Johnny learnt his golf at Corsicana CC and 
played college golf for Texas A&M’s 1948 Championship-
winning team. He served at various times as a professional 
golfer, and for a ten-year spell he was proud of, as green-
keeper at Brook Hollow Country Club.

Johnny became a serious collector of clubs while on a 
visit to the UK in 1975 at the start of the collecting boom 

in golf memorabilia. Though slight of stature, he invariably 
wore baggy plus fours on the course, together with a belt 
with an enormous buckle. He used a hickory-shafted broom-
handle putter. He was a regular attendee at the BGCS Open 
Championship Meeting in the 1980s and 1990s, appearing 
for the last time at Littlestone in 2003. 

Convivial, with a fund of amusing stories, Johnny was 
a popular guest to these shores. Our condolences go to his 
widow, Pat. 

JOP
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SCARBOROUGH GOLF CLUB was founded in 1891. 
In 1907 the name was changed to Ganton Golf Club 
in recognition of its geographical site. Two years 
later in order to accommodate the ever-increasing 

membership, the Club embarked upon a scheme to build a 
new clubhouse whose centenary is celebrated this year. 

Basic facilities
The original Clubhouse, a modest wooden building situated 
on the present site of the putting green was constructed in 
the style of a cricket pavilion. It contained primitive changing 
facilities. Water for drinking, cooking and washing arrived 
daily from Ganton village in a horse-drawn cart. There was 
no electricity. Light refreshments were served in the main 
public room. Next to the building was a small workshop for 
use by the Professional/Greenkeeper.  

In 1895 the Clubhouse had two wings erected with gabled 
roofs added over bay windows. These became smoking and 
reading rooms. The catering facilities were improved and daily 
lunches were served for 1/6d. The development had become 

Ganton Clubhouses

Remembered by
Ian McK Douglas

necessary to accommodate the needs of the increasing 
number of visitors (800 in 1895) and to improve facilities for 
the enjoyment and comfort of the members.  However, at this 
time extensive improvements were also being made to the 
course and this led to cash flow problems.

The extension to the Clubhouse was financed through 
a share issue to the members, but only half were taken up, 
leaving a bank overdraft of £500 guaranteed by four members.  
The Club struggled on financially and reduced expenditure 
by cutting Harry Vardon’s weekly wage from 35/- to 25/- and 
reducing the number of ground-staff from three to two. This 
saved £46 per year.  At the AGM a proposal to increase the 
men’s subs from £1 to £2 was rejected! 

By 1906 a mains water supply had been laid to the site. 
In 1908, the Committee was reluctant to commit money to 
build a substantial brick clubhouse on rented land. In the 
event, they were able to buy an acre of land to the rear of the 
existing Clubhouse at a price of £149 from the landlord Sir 
Algernon Legard Bart. The money to finance the building of 
the new brick Clubhouse was raised by a debentures issue.

The original clubhouse in the early 1890s
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Fit for purpose
Gordon Sanderson, an architect in Scarborough and a 
Club member, was invited to submit plans for a new brick 
building to replace the wooden one. In 1909 it was built by 
local contractors, Hunter & Scott, and remains in use to this 
day. It was sited behind the original wooden building, which 
was dismantled. The central part was sold to Malton and 
Norton GC who used it initially as a clubhouse and later as 
a greenkeeper’s workshop. Ganton retained the wings, which 
joined together to form a professional’s shop that was in use 
until 1986 when it was replaced by the present building.  The 
Putting Green was laid on the site of the original clubhouse.

The original structure had a main entrance from the patio. 
There was a revolving door leading into an attractive oak 
panelled entrance hall. However the door never functioned 
satisfactorily as it let in rain during south-westerly gales. It 
was removed in the 1950s and replaced by the present bay 
window. The unprepossessing new main entrance lobby leads 
into the old entrance hall that now serves as a mixed lounge. 
The oak panelling remains; the reception desk finds good use 
as a bar counter.

The original clubhouse lighting was from oil lamps, 
replaced by electricity from a generator in 1926 and from 
the mains in 1937. Apart from the Steward’s flat in 1922, and 
various kitchen extensions, the only major additions to the 
building have been an extension to the Gentlemen’s Locker 
Room, the building of a Caddiemaster’s office in 1964 and 
creation of the Gentleman’s Bar. This latter became necessary 
because bar space was limited and in the early days, when 
domestic labour was plentiful, drinks were served by waiters 
and waitresses, obviating the need for a counter. 

War-time deprivation
During WW2 a requisition team visited Ganton and, in 
1941, evacuees from the South, the Midlands and the North 
East were temporarily housed in the main rooms. In July 

1944, Sir WHL Wordsworth, Club Captain in 1923/1925 
and in those difficult times acting jointly as President, Hon 
Treasurer and Secretary issued the following notice:

The Committee have now been advised by the Clerk of 
the Local Authority that it will be necessary for him to 
take over a portion of the premises for the billeting of a 
number of evacuees from the South having a high priority, 
and accordingly it will be necessary to bring certain 
arrangements into force from Monday 31st July 1944.

As from this date referred to until further notice, the 
dining room and the ladies’ lounge and locker room will 
be used for the purposes above mentioned and accordingly 
it will not be possible for lunches to be served; members 
will however, be able to obtain (in the lounge) sandwiches, 
beverages and teas.

The Committee feel quite sure that all members will 
gladly accept this temporary inconvenience with goodwill 
and in the right spirit, and be pleased that the club is 
playing its part in providing temporary accommodation 
for a limited number of unfortunate people who have been 
evacuated from the South owing to enemy action.

Information regarding alternative arrangements to be 
made for accommodating lady members and visitors can be 
obtained from the Stewardess.

Ganton Golf Club has a long and distinguished history and 
the clubhouse has over the years been an important integral 
part of the Ganton golfing experience created for all golfers 
throughout the various seasons of the year. Its homely design 
with open log fires still in daily winter use, the comfortable 
well-used furniture and service from the attentive friendly 
staff allows for a delightful ambiance which is enhanced 
by the retention of the dress code from a former era that is 
enjoyed and respected by guests and members alike. 

In recognising the contribution the Clubhouse has 
made to the life of the Club and in celebration of 
its first 100 years, a hickory match is to be played 

against the BGCS  on Tuesday the 29th of September 
2009, followed by an Edwardian dinner

The architect’s drawing of the new clubhouse in the 1910 member’s handbook

                                G a n t o n  C l u b h o u s e s  
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Women’s Role in British Golf during World War II

THE 9TH OF JULY 2005 saw the unveiling of a 
monument in Whitehall to the women who served 
Britain during World War Two. The important 
part that women played in the War is one that is 

too easily forgotten, as it is the hard work and sacrifice of 
our male soldiers that is most commonly remembered. But 
women played an important part in the war effort in keeping 
Britain going, and this is true in many of our nation’s golf 
courses as well. This article sets out to underline the important 
work that the women of Britain’s golf courses did toward the 
war effort and the successes and problems they encountered.

The place of women members in golf clubs is not a simple 
one. Many ladies were treated as second-class citizens by 
clubs governed by men. They found themselves limited in 
rights at the club, often having to play at restricted, unpopular 
times, like weekend afternoons. Some courses were set up by 
ladies and run separately, or in conjunction with male clubs, 
something that died out in some places due to the War. Part of 
the article looks at how the War changed the status of women 
at some golf clubs, breaking down social barriers.

Another world war
The outbreak of war saw a letter from the Ladies Golf Union 
(LGU), sent to every ladies golf section and club, announcing 
the suspension of all activities for the duration of the war. It 
went on to state that all handicaps were frozen and would 
come back into force at the conclusion of hostilities. Those 
courses that wished to still attempt competition would have 
to regulate handicaps themselves. Despite the LGU in effect 
shutting down in September 1939, it still requested that subs 
from players and clubs were to be paid, admittedly at only 
half the normal rate.

Clubs took similar actions in some cases, with Mrs 
Wilson, the Captain of Evesham Ladies remarking to a 
meeting in November 1939 that ‘Due to the outbreak of 
war the committee would neither have the time to meet for 
discussions or to play and all competitions are indefinitely 
postponed’. These comments reflect more of an attitude from 
the First World War, where leisure and sporting activities 
were seen to be unpatriotic and were stopped. Perhaps Mrs 

A story of devotion, dedication and sacrifice
by

Luke J Harris, Aberystwyth University

Wilson believed the same was to be true during the second 
great conflict of the twentieth century. The sentiment did not 
last long as the minutes record a mixed competition to be 
arranged during December, to raise money for charity, an 
attitude more commonly represented in the ‘Phoney War’, 
where some clubs continued competitions as if there was not 
a war taking place.

Support activities help bring down barriers
The Ladies at Bramhall GC, along with the gentlemen of 
the Club, adhered to many requests from charities to hold 
competitions to raise money. One longstanding effort 
throughout the War was ‘The Comfort Fund’. This was set 
up to provide cigarettes, socks, chocolate for servicemen and 
women, fund a free buffet on Stockport Station and to provide 
wool for the lady members to knit garments2. In 1941, the 
Lady Captain announced that the 311 garments knitted that 
year made a grand total of  £1130 – a considerable amount 
of work and effort. The Club did not reward this hard work 
with more time on the golf course, as this statement from the 
their suggestion book shows:

In view of the men’s running four ball on Monday evenings, 
and in view of the fact that Monday is usually the last night 
for knock-out rounds, it is suggested that ladies be not 
permitted to play after 5 p.m. on Monday evenings, as was 
the rule before 1940 3.

The comment sadly does not have a name attached to it, 
but certainly came from someone of some sway as this was 
approved, and the restriction was implemented.   

The attitude shown by the committee at Bramhall is 
certainly not reflected generally during the War, as clubs 
needed female members more than ever to survive. So they 
relaxed conditions on and off the course. Newbury GC took 
perhaps the most radical step in allowing ladies into the 
gentlemen’s bar on Saturdays and Sundays in 19444, a sure 
sign that profits were down! There is certainly valid argument 
that women were not worthy of equal status in golf clubs and 
clubhouses due to the reduced fees they paid in comparison 
to the men. 

At Kilmacolm in Scotland, the efforts of the ladies in 
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looking after evacuees who were billeted in the clubhouse 
during 1941, gained praise from the gentlemen’s committee 
for their efforts: ‘it was agreed to minute the committee’s 
thanks to the ladies committee who looked after the evacuees 
so well and saved the club’s property from abuse by their 
supervision6 ’. As a reward the gentlemen agreed to relax 
all playing conditions, mainly weekend playing  retrictions. 
These concessions were withdrawn after the War, and once 
again the ladies became second class members of the Club. 
At the 1947 Ladies AGM, captain, Mrs WL Denholm hoped: 
‘that the members would not be discouraged or “put off ” by 
the wartime concessions having been withdrawn7’. 

As well as looking after the clubhouse, the Ladies at 
Kilmacolm worked hard to raise money for the following 
charities8: (sadly the amounts raised have been lost):

-The Naval Comforts Fund
-The Red Cross Prisoners of War Fund
-The Golfers’ Spitfire Fund
-Mrs Churchill’s Aid to Russia Fund

Members who were away from the Club serving overseas 
were undoubtedly constantly in the thoughts of those still 
playing on the links. The ladies at Cathkin Braes were active 
in attempting to make this time away less hard, sending a 

package of home comforts to every member. ‘The Cathkin 
Lady Golfers’ Work Party’ were already in operation pre-
War, concentrating their autumn and early winter work on 
preparing Christmas parcels.

As Bob Crampsey, the Club historian states, each parcel 
contained: ‘One pair of socks, one scarf, one pair of mitts, one 
balaclava helmet, one khaki handkerchief, one propelling 
pencil, one writing pad, one packet of chewing gum, one 
tin of boiled sweets, one bar of chocolate, one pair of insoles 
and a packet of safety pins’. 9 There should be no doubt about 
the generous nature of these packages as many of the items 
would have been difficult to come by as a result of serious 
ration book saving by the sender. Within the package there 
was also came a letter from the sender,  as shown below:

Dear…………..,
At this season when our thoughts are not only of 

ourselves we are sending you this seasonal parcel which we 
hope will arrive safely and in good condition. We also hope 
that you will be pleased with its contents, for I can assure you 
that into the knitted articles which were worked by the hands 
of one of your lady members are woven many kind thoughts 
of those who by their willingness to serve in their country’s 
defence are ensuring that we at home may be guarded and 
kept safe from the horrors of war.

Pam Barton tees off in a fund-raising exhibition match at Verulam GC, October 1940 13

                 w o m e n ’ s  r o l e  i n  g o l f  d u r i n g  W W 2            
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the life of one of Britain’s great young golfing talents. Her last 
game was on the 16th of October 1943 at Belfairs in a charity 
match, partnering Cecil Denny to a 2/1 victory with a crowd 
of over 1000 in attendance. A fitting tribute to her is the Pam 
Barton Memorial Salver, which is awarded to the winner of 
the Ladies British  Open Amateur Championship.

Other fund-raising
The ladies’ golf magazine, Fairway and Hazard, which saw 
itself as ‘The official organ of the Ladies Golf Union’, was more 
active than the actual LGU and ran throughout the conflict. 
It was instrumental in establishing ‘The Golfers Spitfire Fund’ 
and raised a large amount of money. In the January 1941 issue 
this fund was £155, although it is unclear whether this is a 
total fund or simply the quarter’s raising. The August 1941 
issue reports that a cheque for £15,506.13s.11d had been 
sent to the Ministry of Aircraft as well as £167. 185. 2d to 
the RAF Benevolent Fund. The amount sent was significant 
as it cost around £800 to build a Supermarine Spitfire. 

Fairway and Hazard was one of the few golf magazines that 
ran throughout the War, beginning in 1930 and continuing 
to 1972. While golf was its central theme, the game did not 
take up the majority of the content of wartime issues, as a few 
pages of golf news, tips and articles gave way in the main, 
to more general women’s reading, such as pieces on knitting, 
sewing and dress-making patterns. Perhaps this could be 
seen as a key wartime function for such a magazine and was 
possibly necessary, with golfing news being scarce. 

It was not just ladies in Britain who raised money for the 
War effort as the Canadian Ladies Golf Union pulled together 
to form its own Spitfire fund in 1941. They paid for a Spitfire 
named ‘W’ that went on to fly in North Africa and took part 
in a successful raid on a German armoured column16.

Social Change
Being engaged in national service had benefits for lady golfers 
who, like their male counterparts, were given courtesy of the 
course where they were stationed. Serving female members 
of Royal Wimbledon were allowed to play weekend golf for 
the first time, as long as they started between 11 and 12 am 
and after 3pm17. These times would have limited winter play, 
but the gesture should not be underestimated in the male-
dominated world of golf.

Other clubs can certainly look back on the war as a period 
of ‘social change’ within their ranks, and at Olton this was 
for both men and women. The ladies made what centenary 
historian David Cadney describes as a ‘modest request18 
to play on Saturday afternoons, which was subsequently 
granted until the end of the War. The men were much more 
adventurous in their request, asking to use the ladies lounge 
as a common room after 6pm; this was turned down due to 
the ‘isolated position of the room’! A seemingly poor excuse! 
Other clubs, such as Newbury and Crookham, began to share 
previously separated lounges between the sexes in order to 
save fuel, staff and anything else that could help save money.

We hope the time may not be far off when we shall 
once more see you back again on the ‘course’, hitting out 
not at the enemy but at the friendly golf ball which will not 
retaliate.

With every good wish for better times in 1940.
Yours sincerely,

Name of Dispatcher10.

Parcels were not standard, and were altered for those serving 
on different fronts. This was done because the conditions of 
war could alter dramatically from the Western Front to the 
Far East and from sea to desert. It seems probable that the 
Club had many men and women on all of these fronts as, by 
1942, it had 106 members in the various forces. The sending 
of packages continued until June 1945, and Crampsey states 
that 550 packages were sent during the duration of the War. 
Other clubs across Scotland seem to have large numbers of 
members away, as evidenced by Kyles of Bute GC, where the 
lack of senior men members meant that the Lady Captain 
chaired the AGM11.     

Exhibition matches
Like top male golfers, and in particular Henry Cotton, the 
top lady golfers did their part in wartime fundraising. Many 
played foursome matches with the men, such as at Gosforth 
on Sunday 16th November 1940, where Pam Barton joined 
up with Archie Compston, one of the leading professionals 
of the time to play local duo Jimmy Snowdon and Ralph 
Thompson. The match was won 3/2 by the local men and 
raised £10. 12s. 10d for the Red Cross Fund12. There is no 
doubt that Pam Barton was as big a draw as Compston, as 
she had won the French Ladies Open Golf Championship in 
1934 at the mere age of seventeen. She then won both the 
US Women’s Amateur Golf Championship and Ladies British 
Open Amateur Championship in 1936, and The British again 
in 1939 at Portrush.  

Barton, like so many young women and fellow golfers, 
answered the call and joined up, firstly serving as an 
ambulance driver in London during the Battle of Britain and 
from 1941, she served in the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force. 
Her work, both as a driver then as a flight officer, did not stop 
her fundraising, as she featured in a fundraising match on 
the 19th of October 1940 at Verlulam Golf Club14 and joined 
Diana Critchley (née Fishwick) to play Wanda Morgan and 
Maureen Ruttle at Cuddington in the summer of 1941. Her 
appearance was all the more remarkable by the fact that she 
could not get a train, so had to hitchhike nearly 100 miles 
with her clubs, no mean feat in wartime southern England.

Sadly, Pam Barton was killed on the 22nd of November 
1943 at the air force base where she was stationed near 
Margate in Kent, where she is buried. There are conflicting 
stories of how she died as Golfing said that a plane crashed 
on to the building she was in at the aerodrome, while Henry 
Cotton in Thanks for the Game, said she was in a training 
plane with her boyfriend who crashed the plane into the 
building15. What is undeniable is that the accident claimed 
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While many lady golfers’ time on the course was limited 
by their wartime work, this did not stop them playing. Jeanne 
Bisgood, one of the most talented golfers of the period, won 
the Daily Sketch Tournament in August 1945. Her wartime 
story is one that mirrors many of the leading lady golfers, 
combining her work in the Wrens with her love of golf:

I  was stationed at the first big out station of Bletchley Park, 
the German code breaking establishment at Stanmore 
in Middlesex at the end of the Underground Northern 
Line. The code breaking machines were a sort of early 
computer and what we were doing was not very skilled or 
interesting, we were simply operating the machines for the 
mathematicians at Bletchley Park.

Because we got four days off per month apart from our 
annual leave, I got down to Parkstone quite regularly and 
it was quite handy for golf at Stanmore Golf Club, where 
there were 12 holes operating. In addition we were only five 
minutes walk from Stanmore tube station so it was not that 
difficult to get down to Royal Mid-Surrey19.

The effort by Jeanne Bisgood to continue playing is certainly 
extraordinary, representing much of the spirit in many British 
men and women during the War. But many women did stop 
playing, a fact that can be seen in membership numbers across 
the land. For example, West Byfleet GC had over 100 lady 
members in 1939 and, despite the fact that golf continued 
without too many of the common wartime problems, there 
were only 30 at the end of the War – a common pattern. The 
table below represents an extremely interesting sample of 
ladies’ membership through the 1930s and immediate post-

war years (sadly the pre-1932 figures are missing), from 
Seaford GC in Sussex. 

Table 1. Number Lady Members at Seaford GC 1932–49
Year Number ladies
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

87
94
96

107
107
119
113
115
74
56
56
53
50
56
71
92
96
83

Seaford, in the main, seems to recover reasonably well from 
the War, as membership is nearly back up to pre-war levels 
by 1947. Where its numbers reflect many other courses is 
in the drop of members during the War. Here, around only 
half the lady members left the Club, which is on a par with 
Knebworth, where numbers dropped to just 41 ladies in 
1941, half that of ten years before, and it would take 25 years 
for the original number to be re-established 21. 

Porters Park Golf Club attempted to address the problem 
of a shortage of members, which was the main cause of 
financial problems at clubs, by allowing more lady members. 
They increased the maximum number of female members 
allowed by the Club’s constitution from 70 up to 90. This 
seems to have eased their financial plight. Disappointingly, 
it is not clear what happened to those ladies who wished to 
carry on once this new ruling was abolished in 1946. 

Special difficulties for independent ladies’ clubs
At the beginning of the War there were a number of ladies’ 
golf clubs which were separate entities from the local men’s 
club. Others like the West Lancashire Ladies GC, adjoined the 
men’s club and had strong connections. It appears that ladies’ 
golf clubs suffered worse than their male counterparts during 
the War; many were lost, while the men’s courses managed to 
stay open. This was the case at Royal Dornoch. Here the RAF 
took over parts of both the ladies and gentlemen’s courses. 
Some of the land stayed with the military after the war, mainly 
the ladies course, causing the two clubs to amalgamate; what 
was left of the ladies club became a nine-hole course. This 
was renamed ‘The Struie’, after a prominent local hill. This 
course was extended to eighteen holes in 1988 22.  

The military took over the Brighton and Hove Ladies Jeanne Bisgood 20
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GC, which became an army training ground, and completely 
destroyed the eighteen-hole course; it did not have the 
finances to reopen post-War. Military requisition of the West 
Lancashire Ladies GC had a drastic effect on both course and 
clubhouse. When they relinquished the clubhouse in 1944 it 
was beyond repair. The course was in a worse state, prompting 
a change for both the gentlemen and ladies: ‘Blown sand 
meant that it would only be possible to reconstruct a nine-
hole course, so it was decided to approach the gentlemen’s 
club with a view to a merger, and following the amalgamation, 
golf was played on nine holes of the gentlemen’s course on the 
shore side of the railway (called ‘the Alternate Course’) and 
there were a further nine holes on the gentlemen’s course on 
the land side of the railway’. This amalgamation represented 
a big social and financial change to both clubs; despite this, 
there were still separate clubhouses, with a new ladies facility 
provided by the purchase of a private house nearby. The first 
meeting of the new club took place on the 13th of November 
1947. 

One ladies golf club that was to be taken over by the military 
and survive this was Wirral Ladies GC, which continues 
under the same name today and retains its traditions of 
being governed by the female members. Here, the men were 
the ‘second-class’ members until 1953, when equal status 
was achieved. The course was nearly brought to a standstill 
upon the outbreak of War as, like so many other clubs, the 
greenkeepers were called up to duty and vegetation grew 
uncontrollably. Golf continued and there were no problems 
until 1940, when ‘incendiary bombs razed the clubhouse 
to the ground, with 300 sets of golf clubs and all the club’s 
old records 24 ’. This event could have been disastrous for the 
Club, but the members continued to play despite the lack of 
a clubhouse and bomb damage to the course. Play continued 
until late 1943 when the decision was made to turn the 
course into a transit camp for 10,000 American troops, 
living under canvas. The camp was all part of the build up to 
the D-Day Invasion, was completed in Spring 1944 and used 
for six weeks prior to the Normandy invasion.

Other than the odd churned-up patch and remaining 
Nissen huts, the course returned to normality after this, 
apart from the odd lost serviceman, such as during ‘Exercise 
Smith’. This was the mock invasion of Birkenhead by Dutch 
paratroopers wearing tin hats, with British troops in forage 
caps, attempting to defend the spit of land. As in the real 
D-Day landings, it seems that some paratroopers went astray, 
with one ending up on Wirral Ladies: ‘On the fourteenth tee 
the golfers were approached by a soldier wearing a tin hat 
and with fixed bayonet, who inquired in guttural English 
“Where is the nearest army camp?” The golfers hastily said: 
“Over there”, pointing; and off he went. Ruinous to the 
concentration25 ’.

A short way up the coast at Formby Ladies GC, the War 
had a rather different effect on the course. Like other clubs, 
they lost members of staff to military call-ups in September 
1939 and had petrol shortages (a real problem by mid 1940), 

and firewatching – in conjunction with the neighbouring 
men’s club. Formby unlike many courses, did not struggle 
with membership numbers, as they gained from Freshfield 
GC, also located in Formby.  The Club minutes from 1941 
record: ‘the Freshfield Golf Course is to be requisitioned 
by the Government for the duration of the War. It was not 
decided on what terms their members would be able to play 
but suggested we should wait until we knew what FGC had 
decided to do’. Initially this meant that the lady members of 
Freshfield had the use of the course. In 1942 they were allowed 
the course on Mondays for their monthly competitions, a 
practice that only continued for a short period. By August that 
year, the inconvenience of Mondays for Freshfield members 
saw the day changed to the first Tuesday in the month. By 
the end of the War the gentlemen of Freshfield were also 
being allowed on the course, with 30 to 40 members being 
allowed to join on a yearly subscription of £2-2s and a £175 
donation from Freshfield GC26. The arrangement continued 
until February 1954 when there were only six members of 
Freshfield using Formby Ladies. Most members had moved 
on to other courses, as there was little chance of Freshfield 
re-opening.

The Club was, like so many others, generous in its fund-
raising. For example the 1941 fixture card footnotes that ‘All 
competitions will be held in aid of War comforts’, with an 
entrance fee of 1/-, as shown below. Also it was extremely 
active in comparison to many other clubs. 1942 saw 
fundraising to support warship work, with ‘a novelty golf 
competition in the morning with bridge in the afternoon on 
Thursday, March 26th27  ’. The day raised £13-13s.

Post-War recovery
In general, once the War had ended, activities took some 
time to return to pre-War levels, owing to conditions such 
as shortages of playing equipment and poorly-maintained 
courses (which in many cases had become overgrown). Time 
to play the game was another major consideration in a very 
different society to that of the late 1930s. Royal Birkdale’s 
ladies minute book showed that, in March 1946, there were 
only two entries for the Club’s first medal in six and a half 
years 29! A sure sign of the changing times.

The post-War world would change the face of some 
golf courses although admittedly, the majority kept things 
as they were pre-War. A good example of changing times, 
not just on the course but in the workplace, comes at Hull 
GC where, at the end of the War, many women decided 
to continue working, so the issue of restricted times for 
women had to be addressed. As John Barrett, the Centenary 
Historian, explains, the Club did not address this  issue until 
well after the War, and limited their playing times further: 
‘In addition to restrictions over weekends and bank holidays, 
ladies were requested not to tee-off after 5pm on weekdays. 
Surprisingly, by 1963, ladies’ tee-times at weekends had 
become considerably reduced, though this was more than 
remedied by improved times introduced in 1999’ 30. 
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Conclusion
This article shows the extraordinary efforts that the women 
of Britain went to, to ensure that golf was played during the 
Second World War and the enormous amounts of fundraising 
that they carried out. It is fair to say that in the grand scheme 
of things, golf is fairly insignificant when Britain was facing 
all-out War as she did between 1939 and 1945. But, like so 
many other hobbies and entertainments, golf and golf clubs 
gave lady golfers a respite from the everyday monotony of 
war. This undoubtedly played a big part in keeping these 
ladies’ morale high. Even when the war was at its height, golf 
activities were worthwhile.

As well as helping keep morale high, the ladies did 
important fundraising and charity work, which should not 
be forgotten. From reading the publication Fairway and 
Hazard, it is apparent that lady golfers across the land 
helped to raise money for the ‘Golfers Spitfire Fund’. Their 
efforts helped to build the planes that Britain desperately 
needed and this along with other fundraising efforts, 
certainly helped charities both nationally and locally 
through this hour of need. Britain’s lady golfers were 
certainly strongly in keeping with ‘the spirit of the 
Blitz’ that social historian’s love to talk about, and were 
people to whom we should all be grateful.
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Luke Harris, a new BGCS member, is a post-graduate 
student at Aberystwth University who has extracted this 

article from a longer study of golf during WW II. 
He is keen to hear from members who may have 

questions or comments, and is contactable on
 01527 874148 or email lukejharris@hotmail.com 

Formby Ladies GC fixture list 1941 28
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‘Smartness With Freedom’

The remarkable story of Poppy Wingate
by

Peter N Lewis 

oN SUNDAY the 16th of October 1949, three 
members of The R&A’s Championship 
Committee, Rear Admiral FR Barry, Lt 
Colonel CO Hezlet and Mr HM Dickson met 

at Portrush. The minutes stated that they ‘took the opportunity 
of forming themselves into a sub-committee to deal with the 
applications for reinstatement to Amateur Status some of 
which had been outstanding for a considerable period’. One 
player was denied reinstatement but sixteen players were 
restored to Amateur Status. The second name on the list was 
Mrs Hinchcliffe.

So ended one of the most remarkable stories in the recent 
history of British golf. Mrs Hinchcliffe was the married name 
of Poppy Wingate, a true pioneer of the game. She holds two 
distinctions in the annals of golf. She was the first woman to 
enter a professional tournament in Britain and she was the 
first woman golfer to appear on British television. 

Hannah Sophia Wingate was born into a golfing family 
in 1902 but she was always known as Poppy.  Her father, 
Frank, was the professional at Harborne, near Birmingham 
at the time of her birth. He stayed there until 1906 and then 
moved to Hornsea and on to Ravensworth Park. Her uncle, 
Charles,was the professional at Olton until 1913 and then 
at Castle Bromwich until 1933. Two of her brothers, Syd 
and Roland, would become professional golfers. Her father 
and uncle were both among the founders of the Midlands 
Professional Golf Club, later the Midlands Golf Association, 
which helped pave the way for the formation of the PGA. 1

When she was ten, her father gave her a brassie, showed 
her how to grip it and then sent her out to hit balls. She was 
not allowed another club until she had mastered that brassie.2  
She grew up in the world of club professionals in the early 
twentieth century. In 1923, her brother Syd, who was nine 
years older than her, was appointed the professional at the 
new Temple Newsam Golf Club in Leeds.  Aged 21, she joined 
him there as his assistant, teaching both men and women. 

Poppy’s life took a new direction in 1928 when she 
married Dr Herbert Arnott Eadie of Leeds.  Eadie was born 
in Edinburgh in 1901. He trained as a doctor at Edinburgh, 
receiving his MB ChB in 1922 and after two years as a hospital 
surgeon in Edinburgh, moved to Leeds around 1924. Outside 
his normal practice, he was very active in the Territorial 

Army, joining the 146th West Riding Field Ambulance, RAMC 
and rising to the rank of Captain. He and Poppy had two 
children, a daughter, Mary and a son, Douglas.3

Tragedy strikes
On Sunday, the 27th of September 1931, the Leeds Motor 
Club held a gymkhana in Pudsey, just outside Leeds. Dr 
Eadie was in attendance as one of the Club’s medical officers. 
Arthur Waterman owned a motor caterpillar tractor, which 
he had brought to the event with the intention of putting 
on a demonstration with his son driving it up the incredibly 
steep Post Hill. This was planned as a solo ascent. However, 
there were many requests to ride in the tractor and the 
Watermans relented. Originally a Mr Senior was chosen as 
the passenger. When Eadie learned of this, he had a word 
with him and convinced Senior to give him his place. The 
younger Waterman with Eadie as his passenger set off on the 
climb at a speed of one mile per hour.  About two thirds of 
the way up, the tractor suddenly reared up, tipped right back 
and then fell over on its side. Eadie was pinned under the six- 
ton weight of the tractor and killed. Poppy was left a widow 
with two infant children. It was a true tragedy, considering 
that originally there were not meant to be any passengers and 
Eadie had only talked his way on at the last minute.4

History is made
Poppy continued to make a living in the only way she knew 
how, teaching golf at Temple Newsam under her maiden 
name as she had always done. Her motivation in everything 
she did for the rest of the 1930s was to do what it took to keep 
her family together. She had a real worry that her children, 
Mary and Douglas, would be taken away by her in-laws to 
Scotland.5 In 1933, she made a ground-breaking decision. 
The Yorkshire Evening News £750 Tournament was due to be 
played on her home course on the 30th and 31st of May.  It was 
a split format event with two days of stroke play followed by 
match play for those who qualified. It was attracting a top 
class field with the cream of the British professionals playing, 
including Henry Cotton, Dick Burton, Abe Mitchell, Percy 
Alliss, Alf Perry, Charles Whitcombe, Reg Whitcombe and 
Alf Padgham. Syd Wingate was going to play and Poppy 
decided she would enter. It caused a sensation. 6
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Poppy’s logic was simple. She was an assistant professional. 
Other assistant professionals were playing in that event and 
others, so why shouldn’t she play? She was not the first woman 
to enter a men’s professional tournament. That distinction 
had fallen to Genevieve le Derff, an assistant professional at 
the Fourqueux Club. She entered the French Open in 1929 
when it was played on her home course.7 Poppy was the first 
to play in a men’s professional tournament in Britain.

On the 21st of May, the Sunday Chronicle ran a screaming 
headline:

SHE IS OUT TO WIN THE MEN’S TITLE
And Show Her Sex The Importance of It

It went on to report that:

Miss Poppy Wingate, the most courageous woman golfer, 
has given 200 male professionals the shock of their lives.  She 
is to compete against them on equal terms in the big golfing 
tournament at Temple Newsam on May 30. It will be a trial 
to which no other women have subjected themselves.”

Poppy told the reporter that ‘this business of regarding 
professional golf as a holy of holies is all nonsense. I’m 
going to get that championship if I can. I cannot understand 
why more women do not take up golf as a career. Making 
allowances for rainy weather or snow, when there are few 
pupils, a good woman professional should be able to average 
about £300 a year with teaching alone and there are profits 
from the shop on top of that’.

She captivated the golf correspondent of the Scotsman. The 
report of the first day’s play carried a three-tiered headline:

ABE MITCHELL’S 67
BRILLIANT ROUND IN £750 TOURNAMENT

A WOMAN COMPETITOR
He then began the article, not with an account of Mitchell’s 
67 but rather:

Everything in yesterday’s qualifying round of the Yorkshire 
Evening News £750 tournament on the Temple Newsam 
course, Leeds, was transcended by the courageous 
performance of a woman golfer who, in competing among 
men professionals, contributed another chapter to the 
annals of golf. It was the first time in the history of the game 
that a woman has taken part in a leading golf tournament 
among the best professionals of the country.

  Miss Poppy Wingate holds the distinction. A widow 
of a doctor, she prefers to be known by her maiden name, 
and she assists her brother, Syd, who is professional to the 
local club.  ...

In a symphony of grey and blue, with collar and tie, 
Miss Wingate gave the setting a most picturesque touch.  
Cool, and wearing a disarming, infectious smile, this girl, 
accompanied by her male partner, showed no sign of 
nerves when she began her challenge to Britain’s leading 
professionals.

     ‘DON’T EXPECT TOO MUCH’
  ‘I want to make good’, she told a reporter as she stood 

on the first tee, ‘but don’t expect too much’.
  Adjusting her tie and remarking, ‘Now, I am all right’, 

she drove a ‘screamer’ down the fairway. For eight holes 
‘Poppy’ – as she quickly became known to the gallery – 
played well before a big following. She could not reach the 
long holes in two strokes, it is true, but that did not worry 
her until at the ninth, faced with a long brassie stroke to the 

green, her nerves deserted her.  Up went her head – a fatal 
error – the ball was topped and the hole cost her 6.  

 Valiantly Miss Wingate tried to retrieve those 
strokes, but slowly her chances dissipated. She finished 
the homeward half in 49, and her total of 90 put her in a 
hopeless position.8

Her participation ended the next day. This time her travails 
were relegated to the third paragraph of the Scotsman report 
on the 1st of June 1933: ‘the task of recovering so many lost 
strokes of the first round was beyond the compass of Miss 
Poppy Wingate, who after struggling against adversity for a 
while tore up her card.’

Although she had shot a 90 followed by a no return, she 
had created history. Interestingly, there was no mention of 
her playing in the tournament or any listing of her scores in 
The Times. In many ways, Poppy was an unlikely heroine. 
Away from the glare of the spotlight, she was a gentle, quiet 
person and rather shy. She did possess three great attributes. 
She was very charming. She had a great swing and she had a 
great sense of fashion.9 

Poppy’s endeavours acted as a spur to Meg Farquhar. She 
was an assistant to George Smith at Lossiemouth, where the 
Scottish Professional Championship was to be played on the 
7th and 8th of June.  She duly entered and, in fact, was far more 
successful than Poppy. She made the cut, finished on 331 and 
was awarded a special prize.10 However, it was Poppy who 
captured the popular imagination, especially in England.

The July issue of Golfing ran a report about the press 
sensation caused by Poppy and Meg and included a photograph 
of the latter with the article on page 23. On page 42, there was 
a photograph of Poppy playing out of a bunker to accompany 
the article about the tournament, which incidentally was won 
by Arthur Lacey, who defeated Alf Padgham in the final.

Poppy then entered the Irish Championship. On the 18th 
of July, the Scotsman reported:

WOMAN PROFESSIONAL IN IRISH CHAMPIONSHIP
Miss Poppy Wingate of Temple Newsam, Leeds, will take 
part in the Irish Open Championship at Malone, Belfast, 
next week. There are 130 entrants including all past winners 
of the title except Abe Mitchell.

The quest continues
The participations by Poppy and Meg in men’s professional 
tournaments in 1933 were not unique one-off events. Both 
continued to play in 1934. It is important to remember that 
both ladies were employed as club assistant professionals 
and that was what provided their livelihoods. In March 
1934, two rather high profile lady golfers, Joyce Wethered 
and Enid Wilson, lost their amateur status. Not surprisingly, 
neither Wethered nor Wilson made any attempt to follow the 
trail being blazed by Poppy. Neither of them had the desire 
to be club professionals and play tournaments on the side. 
Ironically, Joyce Wethered made far more money during her 
tour of America in 1935 than Poppy could have earned even 
if she had won every tournament she entered.

Poppy once again entered the Yorkshire Evening News 
Tournament, being played at Moortown on the 5th and 6th of 
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June 1934. This time the coverage of her participation was 
more muted.  Nevertheless she was mentioned in the first 
paragraph of the Scotsman’s report on the 6th of June:

£750 TOURNAMENT
PADGHAM LEADS WITH 69

Alfred Padgham’s lead over the field with 69 and Miss Poppy 
Wingate’s 86 summarised yesterday’s play in the opening part 
of the qualifying competition at Moortown, Leeds, in the 
Yorkshire Evening News £750 professional golf tournament. 
Padgham’s score led the field by a single stroke. His only 
bad hole was the thirteenth.  In that case he required three 
strokes to the green and three putts.

The 86 of Miss Wingate – in private life she is Mrs Eadie, 
the widow of a doctor – was a disappointment to her.

She followed this with a 94 in the second round to finish 
bottom on 180. Meg Farquhar did not fare much better at the 
1935 Scottish Professional Championship, finishing second 
from bottom with rounds of 84 and 92.11

Poppy took part in three events in 1935. The first was 
the Sunningdale Open Foursomes on the 28th of March. She 
was paired with Miss B Lees of Yorkshire, one of four all-
women partnerships in the field.  They were defeated in the 
first round by 1 hole by the all-male pairing of P Wynne and 
P Wynne.

The Scotsman reported on the 10th of April that she had 
entered the Dunlop Northern Tournament, which was being 
played at Moortown the following week. Finally she played 
for the third year in a row in the Yorkshire Evening News 
Tournament, this time at Sand Moor. The Scotsman on the 5th 
of June reported that :

Miss Poppy Wingate, the only woman in the tournament, 
could do no better than 85.  She had, however, the satisfaction 
of beating her brother Syd, professional to the neighbouring 
Temple Newsam Club by two strokes.  

The next day she shot an 84 to finish on 169, ironically still 
two shots ahead of her brother.

Poppy was now branching beyond teaching and 

tournament golf. The January 1936 issue of Golf Monthly ran 
a photograph of her sitting at her desk, designing a golf outfit. 
The extended caption beneath it read that:

Poppy Wingate, the only woman professional in England 
who has ever competed in open tournaments against men, 
is now designing women’s fashions for a Leeds firm.  She is 
also lecturing on women’s clothes for golf wear.  

As the story ran in January, she must have started both these 
activities some time in the latter part of 1935. The caption 
went on to say that 

a suggestion is being put forward to have the Ladies’ 
Championship thrown open to all women. Surrey 
representatives are sponsoring the motion, and if it succeeds 
then Poppy Wingate will be one of the central contenders for 
the ladies’ title. She is a brilliant player and has the capacity 
of lasting out the four rounds.

This was not to be and the British Women’s Open would not 
start till 1976.

The demise of the daytime job
At the same time that this piece ran in Golf Monthly, problems 
were brewing at Temple Newsam. In early February 1936, 
it was announced that Percy Alliss was being brought in to 
replace Syd Wingate as the club professional.  Alliss took up 
his new appointment in April.12 Syd and his sister had been 
very much a double act at Temple Newsam and he now had 
to give lessons from a field on Selby Road, Leeds.13  

She once again entered the Yorkshire Evening Post 
Tournament, which was held at Temple Newsam on the 9th 
and 10th of June 1936. The Scotsman reported on  the 10th of 
June that ‘among those who seem to be out of the running 
with one round played is Miss Poppy Wingate, the only 
woman competitor. She took 86, principally through weak 
putting and nothing short of a record will give her a chance 
of qualifying.’ A second round 87 was the best she could do 
to finish on 173.

Poppy meanwhile was making a living through a golf 
school in London, clothes designing, designing sports 
make-up for Elizabeth Arden and lecturing on golf and golf 
clothing.14 

A peak of activity
Her golf related activities reached an apogee in 1937. On the 
1st of February she gave a fifteen-minute radio talk on the BBC 
National station. Her subject was Golfing Temperaments and 
Golfing Wardrobes. The Radio Times on the 29th of  January 
1937 ran a small feature about her:

Poppy Wingate, the famous golf professional and lecturer, 
was born into a family in which golf was not a hobby 
but a job – her father, two brothers, and an uncle all 
being professionals. Not very surprisingly, this young 
Englishwoman followed in their footsteps.

At an early age she started an apprenticeship for her 
brother’s shop and spent many years studying the game and 
everything to do with it. She is the only woman to compete 
in professional tournaments. For three years she ran a golf Poppy shown at her desk in Golf Monthly, designing clothes
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school in London, has spent considerable time designing 
outfits and lectures on golf and golf clothing in different 
parts of the country.

On the 12th of March, the Scotsman reported that Poppy was 
going to play in the Italian Open at San Remo, which was 
starting the next day. Next she played in the Sunningdale 
Open Foursomes starting on the 1st of April. The Scotsman 
once again got quite excited on the 29th of  March 1937:

 WOMAN PROFESSIONAL TO MEET WOMAN AMATEUR
For the first time in an important British tournament a 
woman professional golfer is to be opposed to an amateur 
of the same sex, in the Sunningdale open foursomes 
competition, near Ascot, on April 1, 2 and 3.

Miss Poppy Wingate, who was formerly assistant to her 
brother, Syd Wingate, at Temple Newsam course, Leeds, will 
partner JJ Busson, of Pannal, a Ryder Cup player, and their 
first round opponents are Miss Betty Dix Perkin, a member 
of the Sandy Lodge club and H French.

  As all women entrants, amateur or professional, are 
rated at handicap four, Miss Wingate and Miss Dix Perkin 
will play off the same mark.

Poppy and Busson defeated Miss Dix Perkin and HW French, 
her professional partner by a score of 4 & 2. In the next round 
they came up against the all-male pairing of Major Keith 
Thorburn and Leonard Crawley.  A streak of three straight 
birdies helped the latter pair to victory by 4 &3.

Poppy’s clothing range received a timely boost when 
she appeared on the cover of the May issue of Golf Monthly, 
along with Dick Burton, Pauline Walker and Jack Busson. 
The caption pointed that Poppy was ‘attractively attired in a 
divided skirt’, which she wore at Sunningdale. It went on to 
say that ‘pluckily she has shown the way in open competitions 
by many excellent performances. She will compete in the 
Dunlop Southport Tournament this month’.  The event took 
place on the 3rd and 4th of May. Poppy played and missed the 
cut with scores of 85 and 87 for a total of 172.15

On the 7th of June 1937, she became the first woman golfer 
to appear on television when she gave a golf demonstration 
from Alexandra Park Golf Course at 3pm. The first golf 
demonstration had taken place on the 1st of March and this 
was only the fourth ever. In the 20 minute telecast, she showed 
how to drive, how to play chip shots and recovery shots from 
bunkers and how to putt.16 

The following month, she took part in a sports festival at 
Selfridges. The event was opened at noon by Henry Cotton 
on the 26th of July. The idea was that well-known sports 
champions would personally demonstrate the secrets of their 
skills. Poppy held a golf clinic on the roof from 11 am until 
6 pm that day. She was described in The Times as ‘the golf 
instructor’.17

Her final tournament appearance came the next year, at 
the 1938 Dunlop-Southport event on the 2nd of May.18

Giving lessons remained her main source of income 
throughout this period. Also, like many of her male 
counterparts, the main purpose of her participation in 
tournaments was to enhance her profile, so that more golfers 

would want to take lessons from her. Poppy combined 
instruction and fashion in a remarkable little booklet called 
8 Key Shots in Golf. This is a small publication, running to 
fourteen pages and measuring 155mm by 115mm. It was 
produced by Avison Hare & Co Ltd Leeds, England, who 
sold the ‘Poppy Wingate’ range of clothing. It retailed for 6d 
(21/2p). Unfortunately, it is undated. Given the mention of her 
clothes designing at the very beginning of 1936 and the level 
of her activities in 1937, it is fairly safe to assume that the 
book was published sometime between 1935 and 1937.  

The introduction on p3 explains the concept of the book:

KEY SHOTS IN GOLF
INTRODUCING A FAMOUS INSTRUCTRESS & AN 

INTERESTING IDEA
Born into a family in which golf was not a vocation but 
an avocation (her father, two brothers and uncle, all being 
professionals) it’s not very surprising that this young 
Englishwoman, Poppy Wingate should follow in their 
footsteps.

  With this background, and a most earnest desire to 
improve the standards of play, everywhere, we are happy to 
present to the golfers at large, Poppy Wingate’s very sound 
and interesting little brochure “8 Key Shots in Golf ”

  It describes in detail how to bring off those important 
shots which save heartbreaking strokes.  Illustrated with 
specially posed photographs of the authoress, it will help 
you to an understanding of the shots winners use and 
whether you’re a star or not, once your swing is grooved, 
you’ll find lots of fun and maybe some profit in adding them 
to your game.

  In addition to golf, this booklet illustrates to you the 
really super golfwear that has been specially designed by 

Miss Wingate. Endless time and thought have 
been spent to get the perfect 

g a r m e n t s 

Poppy in the 1937 Sunningdale Foursomes
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and at last we have clothes which give you ‘Smartness with 
Freedom’.

It then lives up to this description.  The main text is about how 
to play the shots while the illustrations show off her clothing 
range to best effect. The first key shot is ‘Driving Down 
Wind’. The photograph shows Poppy’s stance and reads: ‘Miss 
Wingate wearing a new style Shirt and Tweed Divided Skirt, 
designed by her specially for general sportswear’.

The second shot is ‘The Uphill Lie’. A photograph of 
Poppy’s stance has the caption: ‘Miss Wingate has always held 
the view that lady players could be suitably attired for golf 
and yet appear as stylish as on any other occasion’.

The third shot of ‘The Downhill Lie’ is captioned: ‘When 
the weather is unkind, the ‘Poppy Wingate’ waterproof Over-
trousers offer a distinct advantage over the skirt, as they afford 
more freedom.’  The caption for ‘The Cut Shot’  reads: ‘Miss 
Wingate has designed a neat wrapover type of waterproof 
skirt, which effectively combines smartness with freedom.’

The fifth shot is ‘Playing from the Tall Uncut’ and the 
caption says: ‘Poppy Wingate’ tailor cut Overtrousers for 
ladies are perfect fitting and the undesirable baggyness 
usually associated with this type of garment has been 
entirely eliminated.’ The sixth photograph ‘The Bunker Shot’ 
is uncaptioned. She is wearing the same outfit as for ‘The 
Downhill Lie’.  The seventh shot is ‘The Drag Shot’ and again 
the photograph is not captioned. She is wearing a blouse and 
a pair of trousers. The eighth and final shot is ‘The Dying Putt’. 
Once again the picture is not captioned and she is wearing 
what looks like a very neatly tailored waterproof outfit.

The book lives up to the introduction and is a combination 
of good instructional advice coupled with some very smart 
looking women’s clothing designed by the 
author.

A very happy ending
Poppy’s story has a very happy ending.  On the 10th of May 
1940, she married Raymond Hinchcliffe, a barrister doing 
war work at the time.19 It was a very happy marriage and he 
was a much-loved step-father to Poppy’s two children. In 
1947, Hinchcliffe was appointed KC and ten years later, in 
1957, he was appointed Judge of the High Court, Queen’s 
Bench Division. This meant that Poppy Wingate was now 
Lady Hinchcliffe. Sir Raymond died on the 6th of September 
197320. Poppy died peacefully at home on the 14th of April 
1977, her passing largely unnoticed by the golfing press.21 

Poppy Wingate felt that her clothing range gave women 
‘smartness with freedom’. For that six-year period from 1933 
until 1938, she brought smartness and a new sense of freedom 
to golf in general. In those years, she was a true pioneer.

Grateful Thanks
I am very grateful for the help given to me on this article by 
Mary Savill, Poppy’s daughter.
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Jeu de Crosse in Belgium

David and Sara at the ninth planchette

J e u  d e  c r o s s e  i n  B e l g i u m

Geert explains the design of the double- purpose crosse club

INTRIGUED BY THE ACCOUNT of the mediaeval 
stick and ball game choule/jeu de crosse in the March 
2008 issue of TTG a party of golf historians descended 
in August on the village of Baudour, near the ancient 

city of Mons in Belgium. These included our BGCS Captain, 
David Hamilton, Michael Sheret, Captain of the Australian 
GHS, and Christoph Meister, President of the EAGCH. Their 
guides were Geert and Sara Nijs, authors of the comprehensive 
book on the game: Choule – The Non-Royal but most Ancient 
Game of Crosse. Hosts were the Societé Les Amis du Pic et du 
Plat; venue was the clubhouse and ancient crosse fields of the 
Societé. 

Marius Hallez, the President, and other members of 
the Baudour Societé demonstrated the swing, often using  a 
reverse baseball grip, left hand below right. The ellipsoid balls 
(choulettes) vary in density from small, solid nylon, through 
turned willow or boxwood, to light cork bouchons – part of the 
skill in the game being when to use the different types. They 
also demonstrated the different strategies of hitting towards 
the target (chouler au planchette), and hitting away from it 
(déchouler).  

There is no organisation like the R&A or USGA to co-
ordinate accepted rules. Contrasting with the French crosseurs 
who have fixed rules, Belgians are free to improvise equipment. 

Some crosseurs use conventional golf drivers with reinforced 
faces; others have original crosse clubheads with metal shafts, 
and grips made of insulation tape. 

There are just a few basic rules for the game and players 
decide among themselves on how to adjudicate special situ-
ations during play. The differences between the ‘progressive’ 
Belgian game and the ‘traditional’ French version have become 
so great that currently, it is hardly possible to have cross-border 
matches.

Coaching was interrupted with regular refreshment breaks 
in the clubhouse for traditional crosseur food, washed down 
by pints of famous Belgian beer and accompanied by ancient 
music from accordions and Belgian bagpipes. On behalf of all 
golfers, Sara presented to the Societé Les Amis du Pic et du Plat, 
a statue of St Anthony, the patron Saint of all crosseurs (and 
golfers), with the plea he may help to preserve this wonderful 
game for many years to come. In turn, the Societé gave each 
of the golf historians a present of an  authentic crosse club and 
choulettes.
John Pearson

 For more information about choule/jeu de crosse see 
Geert and Sara’s excellent website 

www.ancientgolf.dse.nl
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David Kirkwood regains The Hickory Grail Rick Bauer chipping to the Eighteenth, watched by Norcott, Speed & Linse

Pictures from Sweden
taken by Jörgen Linse, Pehr Thermaenius, David Kirkwood and Hamish Ewan
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Rick Wolffe
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Marie Wennersten-From, the Ladies Champion

David Kirkwood

Per G Nyman sinks the birdie putt to win the ChampionshipRandy Jensen and Pierre Fulke in gladiatorial mode

Pictures from Sweden
taken by Jörgen Linse, Pehr Thermaenius, David Kirkwood and Hamish Ewan
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THE 2008 AUSTRALIAN OPEN marked a centenary 
of home-bred champions. But there was scant 
celebration of three young men, two brothers and 
a friend, who were the first Australian players to 

win national titles in competition with golfers who had learnt 
the game in the Mother Country. 

Early Tasmanian champions
The brothers, Clyde and Bruce, were the second and third 
sons of Edward and Emmeline Pearce, of Hobart, Tasmania. 
Edward and his brother John owned a fruit pulp and jam 
manufacturing business in Hobart, living at a substantial 
property, Narryna, originally bought for Emmeline by her 
family. 

Edward and Emmeline played golf at a nine-hole layout in 
New Town, a suburb of Hobart,  and introduced the game to 
the boys. At the age of thirteen and nine, they were coached 
by James Hunter, a nephew of Ramsay Hunter, the Scottish 
professional at Royal St Georges. James had been hired to 
design, lay out and operate a new course at nearby Sandy 
Bay.  

Good coaching and teenage application soon resulted in 
tournament success for the older brother, Clyde. In 1904, at 
the age of only sixteen, he and WW Giblin won the Tasmanian 
Amateur Foursomes Championship. He also played in the 
inaugural Australian Open Championship later that year at 
the Australian GC’s Botany course – his score of 346 being 
31 shots behind that of the winner, the Hon Michael Scott, 
but six to the better of his old tutor, James Hunter. 

The following year, 1905, aged seventeen and still at 
school, Clyde successfully retained his Tasmanian Foursomes 
Championship, and finished runner-up in the Tasmanian 
Amateur Championship. Promising performances continued. 
He won the Amateur Championship of Tasmania in 1906, 
and was runner-up in that year’s Australian Amateur. In 
1907, he finished fifth in the Australian Open and runner-
up again in the Amateur – both events being played at the 
Sandringham course of Royal Melbourne. Still only nineteen 
he partnered William Meader to win the 1907 Amateur 
Foursomes Championship of Australia.  

His greatest year was to come in 1908, when he won both 
the Open and Amateur Championships of Australia at the 
age of only twenty, at The Australian Golf Club’s course at 
Kensington, New South Wales. In the Open, he was given little 
chance beforehand against the first three champions: Michael 
Scott, Dan Soutar and Carnegie Clark – who had all learned 
the game in the UK. But Clyde began with two record 75s to 
lead the field at the half-way stage. Poor, nervous putting led 
him to a horrible 86 in the Saturday morning round, leaving 
him three shots adrift of the New Zealand Champion, Arthur 
Duncan, on 233, but two ahead of Soutar on 238. The Sydney 
Mail reported: ‘The spectators were worked up to fever heat 
and the general opinion was that Duncan would never be 
caught, but others thought that Soutar would win after all, 
as he was known to be a fine finisher.’ But, while Duncan 
tumbled to an 85, Pearce swept past him with another free-
flowing 75 for a four-round total of 311. Soutar’s 76 left him 
in second place on 314. Pearce’s fine win was a testament 
to the accuracy of his long game, avoiding all bunkers and 
finding the rough only four times over the four rounds. 

He was in confident form at the Australian Amateur 
over the same course the following week. He beat the 
Hon Michael Scott by a resounding 6/5 in the semi-final, 
before overwhelming NF Christie in the final by 10/8 for a 
memorable championship double. 

His younger brother, Bruce, was also a precocious talent. 
A left-hander, he won the Tasmanian Amateur Foursomes 
Championship and Mixed Open Foursomes Championships 
in 1907, with FP Upcher and Miss E Whitesides when 
only fifteen. Both partnerships successfully defended their 
titles in 1908, and Bruce also won the Tasmanian Amateur 
Championship that year at the tender age of sixteen.  

Another young left-hander
The other member of this young triumvirate of Australian 
amateurs was Claude Felstead. He came from a well-to-do 
family in Brighton, Melbourne, where his father owned a 
chain of shops and operated as a merchant. Like his father 
he was a member of The Victoria and Royal Melbourne Golf 
Clubs. Six foot tall, fair-haired and slim, Claude was one year 

Clyde, Bruce and Claude

A story of early Australian championship success
told by

John Scarth and Greg Ramsay
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younger than Clyde Pearce, and like Bruce, a left-hander. The 
1909 Australian Open Championship was played at one of 
his clubs, Royal Melbourne; Claude entered as the Victoria 
GC Champion. Dan Soutar led at the half-way stage, playing 
steady controlled golf for a pair of 78s on the first day. He 
led by three from Felstead and Carnegie Clark. Strong winds 
from the north made play difficult on the second and final day. 
The Melbourne Argus commented that the Championship lay 
between three half-way leaders, ‘two of them professionals 
used to the nerve-testing struggles that the final rounds of a 
big event almost invariably provide; the third, an amateur not 
yet out his teens making his first serious essay in big golf ’. 

However, in a situation similar to the one at Brookline 
Massachusetts some four years later, it was the inexperienced 
amateur who won the day. Starting the final round, he 
had a stroke of luck that sent him on his way to victory. 
Sandringham’s first hole stretched 200 yards over scrub and 
sand. The Argus reported:

… from the tee he was a good deal too strong and over-ran 
the green into the road beyond. He took his Braid Mills 
putter and every risk with his second shot came off. Quietly 
slipping through the fence, the ball ran on nicely and lay 
dead for his three. 

With the wind behind he was out in an unprecedented 

33. Claude battled back into the wind for a homeward 43 and 
final score of 76, the low round of the Championship. Clark 
made a brave effort to catch him, but drove out of bounds 
on the Seventeenth to leave Claude the winner by two from 
Dan Soutar. At 333, the defending Champion, Clyde Pearce 
finished well down the field. 

By this time, Clyde and Claude were friends, having been 
introduced in 1907 by William Meader, Clyde’s partner 
from that year’s Amateur Foursomes Championship. The 
friendship became sufficiently strong for the two young Open 
Champions to enter into a business partnership in 1911, 
buying a farm at Pingelly, Western Australia, where they grew 
wheat and raised sheep. While at Pingelly, they designed and 
helped found a local golf course. The clubs used by Claude in 
his 1909 Australian Open victory are now on display in the 
Pingelly GC clubhouse. 

Back to the Old Country
One of the most interesting aspects of the Pearce brothers’ 
careers, was their tour of Great Britain’s tournaments and 
courses in 1911. They arrived in April of that year, and 
warmed up for the Amateur with a tournament at Troon won 
by their old adversary, the Hon Michael Scott. 

The two Tasmanians then moved on to the Amateur 

Clyde Pearce                                                                                                                                                             Claude Felstead
Both images reproduced by kind permission of the Royal Melbourne Golf Club

                                C ly d e ,  B ru c e  a n d  C l au d e 
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Championship at nearby Prestwick. Clyde lost 2/1 in the first 
round to literary legend Bernard Darwin. Bruce’s unlikely 
victory over American golden boy (and future US Open 
champion) Chick Evans was one of the most talked-about 
golfing upsets of the year, not least because of his youth; he 
was still only eighteen. This match gained dominant coverage 
in Walter Travis’ article for the American Golfer. In this article, 
Travis describes the Tasmanian: ‘Mr Pearce has peculiarities. 
He is short of stature, very thickset and is left-handed. He is a 
good player, but not a brilliant one.’ And in the playoff down 
the first hole, the bias from Travis (himself a transplanted 
Australian) continues: 

Mr Pearce played a splendid but rather lucky second which 
landed his ball within five yards of the pin. ... “Chick” Evans 
knew when he came up to it that he was in grave jeopardy. 
He had told me before that in the very hot weather that was 
prevailing he found it very trying to play with his jacket 
on, in accordance with British custom. For his last effort 
off went his jacket without a moment’s hesitation, and the 
people cheered him as he threw it on the ground.

Bernard Darwin’s Country Life column reported: ‘Mr Bruce 
Pearce, the younger of the two Tasmanian brothers, suffers 
from the disadvantage of standing on what is usually called 
the wrong side of his ball; in other words, he is a left-handed 
player, and is generally and deservedly considered to be the 
best left-handed player in the world.’  The big match with the 
American also rated in Darwin’s report: 

This last was a particularly gallant victory. ... Mr Pearce won 
with a perfect four at that most nerve-shattering nineteenth 
hole, a hole now famous in history for Mr Evans’ feat of 
taking off his coat as a last, and as it proved, unavailing 
resource. ... Like his brother, Mr Clyde Pearce, he has gained 
for himself many friends during his stay in England.’

Sadly, Bruce was apparently drained from the high profile 
match and lost the quarter-final 4/3 to young Scottish player 
Gordon Lockhart from neighbouring Prestwick St Nicholas 
GC.  

Neither of the Pearce brothers played to their potential at 
Royal St Georges in the Open, won by Harry Vardon. (Their 
own photos of the players of the day suggest they might have 
been star-struck). It was reported that Clyde Pearce was a 
surprise omission from a matchplay tournament between the 
amateurs and the professionals in the lead up to the Open.

However Bruce went on to triumph in the Cruden Bay 
Amateur Tournament against Allan Rae of the Luffness New 
Club (the final described by The Times as being ‘too one-sided 
to be interesting’), while brother Clyde won the Peterhead 
Amateur Tournament against J Shaw of the R&A. 

The brothers also played in the Irish Open Amateur at 
Portmarnock. Besides entertaining accounts in the Scotsman 
of the punt carrying reporters almost sinking crossing the 
river to the course, other points of interest are that Clyde 
Pearce had the best gross score in the qualifying tournament 
with a round of 79. Both Bruce and Clyde proceeded well 
through the matchplay stages, where Clyde handed out a 6 / 4 

Bruce escapes from a bunker on the way to victory in the Cruden Bay Tournament
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hiding to JD McCormack of The Hermitage GC. Bruce three-
putted the final hole of his first round match before prevailing 
at the Nineteenth against local player FC McCormack. Both 
colonials bowed out in the fourth round: Clyde by 3 / 2 to 
WJ Kirkwood of Douglas Park GC (Glasgow), while Bruce’s 
tendency to long matches continued with an epic 21st hole 
defeat, sadly as the result of another three-putt against JS 
Kennedy of Turnberry. Interestingly, in the same round, 
Vernon Macan of the host club also bowed out. A graduate 
of Queen’s College, Dublin, he later became a prolific golf 
course architect in Canada and North-West USA. The Hon 
Michael Scott was also in the field, and it is possible that he 
was something of a mentor to the Pearces while they were 
in Britain. His references to the Pearces in the Australian 
newspapers were always glowing, and in 1909 he had stated 
that they should test their games against the best in the UK.

War intervenes
Upon returning to Australia in December 1911, both brothers 
continued to play top line golf, without gaining individual 
national honours. Both left Tasmania; Clyde returned to his 
farm in Western Australia. Responding to the Great War, he 
enlisted in Western Australia in May 1915. The Tasmanian 
Mail reported that ‘he deserted the plough for the sword ... 
[and was] present at the evacuation of Gallipoli’. Transferring 
to the Western Front, he was promoted to Second Lieutenant 
in February, 1917, but was killed later that year.

Letters from a fellow ‘digger’ describe the deep misery of 
his colleagues upon his unselfish death. Another (unheaded) 
obituary is very powerful:

Of enemies he had none, of friends he had many; who 
could not help but feel a warm regard for one whose smile 
always seemed to come from the heart, whose laugh was 
infectious, and whose good nature and love of fair play set 
an example to all. There was a personal magnetism about 
him which attracted us all. As a boy he never presumed, as a 
man, despite all his success at the game he excelled in, golf, 
he never gave any indications of pride in his prowess as a 
player.  It was always a pleasure to play with him, win or 
lose, he had the same engaging smile, was always ready to 
praise an opponent’s good play or sympathise with him in 
his bad luck. It was a pleasure and an education to watch 
him, more especially after his return from that golfing trip 
to England, and to note the ease and abandon of his swing.

Claude Felstead survived an eventful war, enlisting in 
1916 and arriving in England for training in the spring of 
1917. Transferring to the Australian Flying Corps in June, 
he became Flying Officer in December and was promoted 
Lieutenant in March 1918. Sent to France later that month 
he was probably wounded while flying his plane, for he spent 
a considerable time convalescing in England for the duration 
of the war. He returned to his farm, married a local girl and 
retired in 1946. He died in 1964. 

Bruce won the Australasian Foursomes Championship 
with JHN Bull in 1920, came close in both the Amateur and 

Open Championships of Australia in the early 1920s, and 
had a long successful golfing career within the Metropolitan 
Club and the State of Victoria. He passed away in 1964 at 
his Wheeler’s Hill, Melbourne, residence. Bruce’s and Clyde’s 
great nephew, Robert continues to own and run a farm at  
Corowa, on the New South Wales/Victoria border, and acts 
as custodian for the 1908 Open Championship trophy won 
by Clyde. 

A place in golfing history
The two Pearce brothers and Claude Felstead paved the way 
for more Australians later in the twentieth century. Though 
they themselves won no more individual national titles after 
their pioneering efforts in 1908 and 1909, they nevertheless 
set examples, demonstrated potential, and fired the ambition 
of the players that were to follow them to national, and later, 
international success.
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John Low, Woking and Modern Golf Architecture

JUST DOWN FROM CAMBRIDGE in the summer of 
1902, a young Tom Simpson was at Woking Golf Club 
for a society match. It was a stormy day and the matches 
had been delayed. Waiting out the weather, Simpson 

overheard club members complaining about recent changes 
made by John Low and Stuart Paton to the fourth hole. A 
year earlier they had made other controversial changes 
to the course, including adding a bunker that ‘ate’ into the 
seventeenth green and which the members had labelled, 
perhaps a little derisively, the ‘Johnny Low’ bunker. 

In one of the most remarkable passages in the literature 
of golf architecture, Simpson vividly recalled the day and the 
impact that Low’s and Paton’s work had on him:

I … may perhaps be forgiven for recalling the occasion 
when I realized, for the first time, what were the real 
possibilities which lay in golf architecture. It was raining 
hard one morning, I remember, at Woking, and members in 
the club-house were relieving their feelings by condemning, 
in no uncertain terms, a new bunker which had been placed 
in the middle of the fairway at the fourth hole--at that 
time about 180 yards from the tee, in a direct line to the 
hole.  Every one was agreed that such an innovation was a 
criminal outrage, and an insult as well, to the intelligence 
of the members. In the afternoon I went out, fully prepared 
to find myself in complete agreement with the views which 
had been so eloquently expressed. So far, however, from 
agreeing, I realized for the first time, as soon as I saw this 
much-maligned hazard, that the true line to the hole should 
not always be the centre of the fairway, and that the placing 
of a bunker had a far more serious and useful purpose than 
merely the punishing of a bad shot. This led me to see the 
importance of golf architecture as an art as well as a science.  
I made up my mind on the spot to make a close study of 
the subject and to examine the great Scottish courses purely 
from this point of view.1

What Simpson saw at Woking was a new kind of golf 
architecture, by which he meant something quite specific. It 
wasn’t about Woking’s superb turf or how naturally the course 
fitted into its heathland setting. It was the logic behind the 
placement of a new bunker on the fourth hole. Simpson had 
never seen anything like it on an inland course. It opened a 

window for him on to a universe of architectural ideas that he 
had not dreamt existed until that rainy afternoon in Surrey. 
And as Simpson noted, it changed his life. Soon afterward 
he resigned from his London law firm and took up as a golf 
architect, setting out on a distinguished career that was to 
span more than 50 years. 

Woking was Bernard Darwin’s London golf club and he too 
was struck by the fooferaw there. In essays and books written 
over four different decades Darwin told and retold (each time 
slightly differently) the story of what had happened. He too 
overheard conversations in the Woking clubhouse:

A. “You can’t persuade me that it is right to have a bunker 
bang on the line to the hole, exactly where a good drive 
should be.”
B.  “If there is a bunker there, then that cannot be the line 
to the hole. Your drive was not a very good one but a very 
bad one.”
A. “It was not a bad one. It was a perfect shot - hit in the 
middle of the club.”
B. “You should use your head as well as the club head.”

After this the conversation becomes unfit for publication.2

Darwin understood better than most what was going on. 
Low and Paton were Darwin’s fellow club members and 
among his closest friends. Darwin had introduced Low to 
the Club several years earlier. He often spent weekends at 
Paton’s home just behind Woking’s eighteenth tee. They 
were all members of the Oxford Cambridge Golfing Society. 
Given their friendship and Darwin’s lifelong interest in golf 
architecture, it’s hard to imagine that Darwin wasn’t in on 
things from the beginning. Like Simpson, Darwin saw the 
changes at Woking as a break with prevailing ideas about golf 
course design. Indeed, Darwin understood the events there 
as nothing less than the dawn of what he called ‘modern golf 
architecture’.  

Today we would call it the dawn of ‘strategic golf 
architecture’, a theory of golf design that has dominated 
the discipline for more than a century, ever since – well, 
ever since Low’s and Paton’s changes at Woking. As with 

Robert Crosby
reviews the contribution to the heritage of Golf, by John Low, starting in Part I, with his pivotal role in 

founding the strategic school of golf architecture
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other disciplines, golf architecture has had its revolutionary 
moments. We tend to forget that many modern ideas about 
golf design have not always been with us. Some of the most 
important of them had a controversial birth at Woking about 
1902, which is why the eyewitness recollections of Simpson 
and Darwin are so special.   

The following will try to sort out what it was that Darwin 
and Simpson meant when they said that the architecture at 
Woking was ‘new’.3 That will require putting the events at 
Woking in their historical context. The changes made there 
were not casual. They reflected  ideas that Low had developed 
earlier in articles in the Pall Mall Gazette, the Athletic News 
and other journals of the day. Some of those essays were 
included in Low’s book Concerning Golf which appeared in 
1903. Low advocated what amounted to a root and branch 
reconsideration of the most widely accepted architectural 
ideas of his time. More than a century on, Low’s writings 
sound surprisingly modern. Perhaps that is because he set 
golf architecture on a trajectory that it still follows today.       

Inland courses and the Normal View
Like most great ideas, strategic golf architecture was born as 
an answer to a question. The question was one that seemed 

to be on everyone’s mind at the turn of the twentieth century. 
What to do about the hundreds of new courses in Britain 
and the United States built in response to the Great Boom 
in the game’s popularity in the last decades of the nineteenth 
century? These ‘scientifically’ designed courses were widely 
seen as dull, unattractive affairs. Compounding matters was 
the introduction of the rubber core Haskell ball. Everyone 
was hitting the ball farther and straighter, but the golf courses 
had not kept up. Their was a near-universal belief that better 
inland courses were needed. But that was the rub. How do 
you go about building better inland golf courses?          

There was an outpouring of commentary at the time 
trying to answer that question, an outpouring that was, in 
essence, a first theory of golf architecture. Looming over 
that commentary was the shadow of the great links courses. 
Inland golf courses started life as the ugly step children of 
St Andrews, Hoylake and other seaside courses, universally 
understood to be the best golfing venues in the world. But it 
was unclear how (or even if), they might they serve as models 
for building courses in other locales. How people found ways 
to translate the virtues of links courses into the very different 
setting of inland golf is not just the story of the early evolution 
of inland courses but also the story of the early evolution of 

Stuart PatonJohn Low
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modern golf architecture writ large, an evolution sparked by 
John Low and Stuart Paton at Woking.  

There were obvious problems with using links courses as 
models. Links and inland courses differ not just by location, 
appearance and playing characteristic, but also and most 
importantly by how they came to be. Links courses were 
thought to be happy accidents of nature, the byproducts of 
receding shorelines, native grasses and grazing animals. 
Inland courses, by contrast, were the products of careful 
human planning and for that reason often referred to as 
‘scientifically designed’. Given such differences, links and 
inland courses were each assumed to be sui generis, each 
inhabiting separate architectural universes. As such, the 
ineffable, ‘divine’ origins of links courses signified to Victorian 
designers that importing their virtues into man-made layouts 
was a non-starter. A high wall was presumed to separate the 
two kinds of courses.  

Horace Hutchinson was the first to make a crack in that 
wall. Unhappy with the artificial look of inland courses, as 
early at 1889 Hutchinson urged that they be built to fit more 
naturally into their native terrains. The natural look of links 
courses was Hutchinson’s model. But heathland and parkland 
settings came with serious agronomic and engineering 
challenges including re-shaping terrains, draining clay soils 
and removing dense vegetation. Willie Park, Jr was among 
the first to find solutions to those problems. Sunningdale Old 
and Huntercombe, both built by Park in rugged heathland 
locales, demonstrated that it was possible to build naturalistic 
courses in such settings. Others soon followed Park’s lead. 
Considerations of  naturalism have remained a core tenet in 
golf architecture ever since. 

But if links courses were useful models for improving 
the look of inland courses, what they had to say about the 
placement of hazards and other features was less clear. 
Given assumptions about the serendipitous origins of links 

courses, there was a sense that they had little to contribute 
to such questions. Designers and commentators of the 
era turned instead to familiar, intuitive concepts for their 
basic design principles. It was presumed, for example, that 
since the main job of hazards was to capture foozles, they 
should be arranged to facilitate that goal. Designers often 
refined that simple prescription by trying to match the type 
and location of bunkers with the type and trajectory of the 
foozle they were intended to catch. Topped shots, thought 
to be the worst sort of miss, were singled out for the worst 
punishments, usually in the form of cop bunkers positioned 
in front of tees and greens. Less egregious misses were treated 
more leniently, usually by way of shallow bunkers set well 
away from centerlines and greens. The pains taken to ensure 
such correspondences were rooted in deeper concerns about 
‘fairness’. The punishment inflicted by a hazard should be 
proportional (the severiry of the penalty should match the 
severity of the miss) and predictable (hidden hazards, for 
instance, were condemned). 

At the turn of the twentieth century there was little debate 
about such things. When it came to rationales  for the location 
of hazards, Park, HJ Whigham, JH Taylor and Garden Smith 
in Britain and Walter Travis and Devereux Emmet in the 
United States and virtually everyone else in the world of golf 
held something like such views.4 With a mixture of disdain 
and humour Fred Hawtree called this loose consensus the 
‘normal view’ 5, a term that will be adopted here. At the heart 
of the Normal View were two related premises – first, that 
hazards should never be located so that better shots received 
harsher treatment than worse shots and, second, that only by 
properly punishing bad shots would good shots obtain their 
just rewards.   

The ‘levelling hole’, as it was called at the time, illustrates 
how the Normal View applied such ideas. Whether due 
to the lack or the misplacement of hazards, levelling holes 

Cop bunkers pictured at Eltham in Hutchinson’s British Golf Links
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were thought deficient because they ‘levelled’ the results 
of good and bad play. Failure to deal with the topped shot 
was often cited as a cause of the trouble.6 Absent a proper 
arrangement of hazards, a topped shot might trundle along 
dry, unirrigated fairways, negating the advantages earned 
by a well-hit ball. The Normal View’s cure was to build cop 
bunkers in front of tees and across green approaches, thus 
preventing such misses from obtaining unmerited rewards. 
In short, levelling holes were anathema because they allowed 
for ‘unfair’ playing outcomes. 

Low’s and Paton’s changes at Woking Golf Club
That was the architectural world in which Tom Dunn had 
designed Woking in 1893 and in which John Low and Stuart 
Paton began making changes to the course in 1901. As 
noted, the most famous of those changes were to the fourth 
hole, a medium length par four. Low and Paton removed a 
geometric cross bunker guarding the green approach and 
installed a new centerline bunker in the middle of the fairway 
where a good drive would normally finish. Modelled on the 
Principal’s Nose bunker on the Sixteenth at the Old Course, 
the new bunker forced the player to either thread his drive 
between the bunker and out of bounds on the right or play 
safely wide to the left. New bunkers were also cut into the left 
front of the green, making an approach from the right the 
preferred angle. Finally the green was sloped to fall off from 
front to back, making it more difficult to hold aerial approach 
shots, something required by anyone trying to reach the 
green from the left. Simpson’s drawing of the revised Fourth 
illustrates the strategic issues created by the new bunkers.

Other changes made at Woking at about the same time 
also caused a stir. Ironically, those changes would now be 
considered so commonplace that it is hard to believe that they 
were ever the subject of debate. In 1901 John Low directed 
the removal of a Dunn cross bunker on the seventeenth hole. 
In its place he built what Darwin described as ‘pits’, one dug 
into the left side of the fairway adjacent to the landing area 
of  good drive and another even deeper ‘pit’ was dug ‘into’ the 
right side of the green. Low’s description of the reception of 
his new bunkers is delightfully arch:

The other day the Green Committee of a club in which I 
am interested had the boldness to cut a bunker in the side 
of one of their putting greens. When the daring deed was 
discovered, the members assembled around the offending 
orifice and gazed into it as into a tomb. ‘What is this for?’ 
said one, ‘It looks like a bunker in the middle of a putting 
green!’ . . . ‘It’s not so bad just now,,’ murmured a rather 
erratic performer ‘but suppose the hole was quite close to 
the side of that pit, what could one do?’ Soon each and all 
stood silently staring at the yellow sand: a sadder or more 
hopeless set of men I have seldom seen. The bunker was 
on the 17th green . . [I]t seems to me a very reasonable 
thing to put a bunker in the side of a large putting green. 
If you cut bunkers where no one ever goes, or which can 
be carried by a child, they cost just as much to make, and 
no one ever uses them. If you make a bunker beside a hole 

and the members of a club wish to ‘hole out’ – this being an 
important point in the game – they must go near the bunker 
and may sometimes have the fun of seeing an opponent 
working among the sand.  Bunkers, if they be good bunkers 
and bunkers of strong character, refuse to be disregarded 
and insist on inserting themselves; they do not mind being 
avoided, but they decline to be ignored.7

Low would be pleased that his bunkers remain where he put 
them, one still ‘eating’ (Alister MacKenzie’s term) into the 
seventeenth green, its brow hard against the putting surface. 
At about the same time similar bunkers were cut ‘into’ greens 
at the Second, Third, Fourth, Eleventh and possibly other 
holes.8

A new philosophty of golf course architecture
The changes at Woking embodied design principles that 
neither Simpson nor Darwin had seen before on inland 
courses. The first thing they noticed was that bunkers had 
been assigned a new role. As Low put it at the time: 

On many courses the hazards are laid out to catch only the 
really bad shots; this kind of difficulty has little interest for 
the good player. A good player, if he be on his game, should 
hardly make a really bad shot during the round; he should 
not slice, for instance, his ball into a bunker a hundred and 
twenty yards from the tee. What tests good golf is the hazard 
which may or may not be risked; the bunker which takes 
charge of the long but not quite truly hit ball.9

Tom Simpson’s plan of the Fourth at Woking
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If the main function of bunkers had once been to penalise 
‘really bad shots’, the new bunkers at Woking were positioned 
to penalize the ‘not quite truly hit ball’. That simple shift in 
emphasis had tectonic implications for golf architecture. 
Dealing with bad shots was the raison d’etre of golf design 
for the Normal View. Low believed, however, that the work 
of golf design should be focussed elsewhere. Hazards should 
not be placed where foozles were most likely to go, but rather 
along what Low called the ‘beeline’ – the line of play of the 
better golfer playing aggressively. Affecting the play of better 
players, not the worst players and was the point of Low’s and 
Paton’s modifications at Woking. The centerline bunker on 
the Fourth and the ‘Johnny Low’ bunkers built into green 
platforms were all intended to narrow the preferred routes to 
the hole of  better golfers.10   

Low’s insight went to fundamental matters. To one extent 
or another, all golf courses function as sorting devices that 
distinguish good from bad play. The issue raised by Low was 
where along the spectrum of good play to bad play should 
that sorting function make its cuts. Bunker schemes of the 
Normal View did their work at the bad play end of that 
spectrum. The main concern of such schemes was to assure 
that bad shots were predictably and equitably penalised. Low 
believed such designs committed the cardinal architectural  
sin – they made for dull golf, especially for better players. 
Low wanted the sorting function of hazards to do its work at 
the other end of the spectrum. Hazards  should be oriented to 
the game played by stronger golfers, sorting their good play 
from their ‘not quite good enough’ play. Simpson described 
well what Low had in mind:

The object of design is to create difficulties … to outwit the 
expert or at least to set his brains to work to find the best 
solutions. In a word, the object is to make him conceive the 
big idea and attempt the utmost that skill and nerve may 
suggest to execute it. 11

By orienting bunker schemes along the beeline, Low had 
turned the way players perceive hazards upside down. Well-
placed hazards, rather than being traps to be avoided, ought 
to entice the golfer. They should lure a golfer into taking risks 
if he wants to take the most advantageous route to the hole. 
They shouldn’t function as ‘lighthouses’ warning players to 
stay away; they should tempt, drawing golfers to play closer 
to them. Good bunkers should be Sirens. As Low put it:

For golf at its best should be a contest of risks. The fine player, 
on his way round the links, be just slipping past the bunkers, 
gaining every yard he can, conquering by the confidence of 
his own ‘far and sure’ play. … The true hazard should draw 
the play towards it, should invite the golfer to come as near 
as he dare to the fire without burning his fingers. The man 
who can afford to take risks is the man who should gain the 
advantage.12

Low was clear about the implications of such ideas. If the goal 
of locating hazards was to present a ‘contest of risks’, then the 
equitable concerns of the Normal View neeed to be sidelined. 
That’s what Low meant when he wrote, ‘There is hardly such 
a thing as an unfair bunker’.13 He was attacking a theory of 

golf architecture that took ‘sporting equity’ as an organising 
principle. A ‘nearly good drive’ on the fourth hole at Woking 
might well receive harsher treatment than a bumbling foozle, 
an outcome the Normal View would condemn as patently 
unfair. But Low believed that the Normal View was pursuing 
the wrong goals. Rather than concerning themselves with 
ensuring equitable outcomes, architects should strive instead 
to present golfers with a ‘contest of risks’. Or, to use a more 
modern locution, well-designed holes should offer golfers 
strategic choices. 

But even more revolutionary than Low’s ideas was 
the grounding he gave to them. He presented them as 
discoveries, the fruits of a close study of the best links holes. 
However murky the origins of links courses, Low made 
the unprecedented claim that there were knowable design 
principles at work in them. The philosophers in the room 
will appreciate that Low was making a novel epistemological 
claim. Links courses for Low weren’t just haphazard mash-ups 
of grass, sand and wind, but sources of useful architectural  
knowledge. There was a logic to their bunkering schemes, 
routings and green locations that explained why they were so 
fascinating and ‘indestructible’. All of which had important 
implications. If the design principles at work in links courses 
were knowable, then there was no reason to think that those 
same principles couldn’t be applied to the design of any golf 
course anywhere. And with that crucial insight, the high wall 
once thought to separate links and inland courses suddenly 
didn’t seem so high. 

Making changes at Woking based on lessons learned from 
great links holes was what had most impressed Simpson and 
Darwin. As Darwin wrote:

Here was something of a new belief founded upon old 
holes. How those old holes attained the form in which we 
know them no-one can tell. Assuredly it was not owing to 
the genius of some heaven-sent designer whose name has 
unjustly been lost. It was rather through good fortune and a 
gradual process of evolution. The holes changed their forms 
many times according as whins grew or were hacked away, 
according as the wind silted up sand here or blew it away 
there, according as the instruments of the game changed 
so that men could hit further and essay short cuts and 
new roads. Yet they possessed some indestructible virtue, 
so that however they changed superficially, golfers united 
in praising them and loved to play them, gaining from the 
playing of them some pleasing emotion that other holes 
could not afford. To define that emotion and the cause 
of it was really to make a discovery, and to proclaim the 
discovery was to proclaim a new faith. 

It was Mr. John Low who first put this faith into memorable 
words. 14

Darwin went on to note about Low, Paton, Harry Colt and 
other early strategic architects that ‘the primary virtue of 
the modern architect lies in the fact that he did analyse: 
that he went back to the classic models, and especially to St 
Andrews, and insisted on discovering why golfers had for 
years particularly enjoyed playing particular holes’. 15  What 
was new about the new golf architecture was that it had 
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discerned a logic embedded in great links holes at a time 
when prevailing architectural views had assumed there was 
no such logic. It was no accident that almost everything Low 
wrote about golf architecture pivoted around an analysis of 
specific features at the Old Course, Hoylake or other links 
courses. Those features, not abstract concepts like ‘fairness’ 
or ‘sporting equity’, served as Low’s architectural touchstones. 
And that, of all of the revolutionary things Low and Paton 
said and did, might have been the most revolutionary of all.   
 

There is a tendency to assume that architectural ideas evolve 
gradually; that year by year and course by course, architectural  
ideas have slowly coalesced into their familiar modern forms. 
But the hubbub at Woking belies such notions. Woking marks 
a breakpoint in thinking about a number of foundational 
concepts. If others had talked about such ideas before Low, 
he was the first to articulate them as part of a larger design 
theory. If such ideas had lain hidden in links courses for 
millennia, Low was the first to tease them from their hiding 
places. If they made appearances on inland courses before 
Woking, Woking was the first time they appeared as the 
result of a clearly stated design philosophy.       

The second part of this essay will look at Low’s place in 
the history of golf. Low was a powerful figure, not just 
in architectural circles but in the game generally. The 
reactions that Low’s ideas stirred up will also be discussed. 
He profoundly influenced the direction of golf architecture, 
but that change in direction did not go without resistance. 
JH Taylor, Harold Hilton and others had misgivings about 
this ‘new’ architecture. But perhaps the most important 
consequence of Low’s design ideas was they helped to 
confer on the profession of golf architecture a status that was 
inconceivable before 1900 and that, too, will be discussed. 
All in the hope that we will arrive at a better, more historically 
informed understanding of the elusive concept of strategic 
golf architecture.

Robert Crosby, all rights reserved.  
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in the 1950s. The Woking club history notes that there were 
possibly other, unrecorded changes made to those and other holes 
at different times.
9.  Low. op cit. 168.
10. By contrast, the ‘beeline’ for the Normal View was largely an 
afterthought. It was whatever fairway remained after bunkers had 
been positioned to deal with ‘really bad shots’. Which was why 
Low thought such design ideas resulted in the worst of all golfing 
worlds – dull courses for better players and punishing courses for 
weaker golfers.
11. Wethered, HN and T Simpson. The Architectural Side of Golf. 
1929. Longmans, Green. 35
12. Low. op cit. 171
13. Low. op cit. 169.
14. Darwin, Bernard. Architectooralooral, from Playing the Like. 
1934. Chapman & Hall.
15. Ibid. 
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Letter from Oz

Hickory Golf
The Border Wars took on a new theme in May with the 
match between Melbourne-based Golf Society of Australia 
and the Sydney-based Australian Golf Heritage Society. You 
need to know that Sydney was the first settlement in the 
Colony, populated mainly by convicts while Melbourne was 
for free settlers. The distinction remains, say some historians. 
The match was on the Peter Thomson-designed Thurgoona 
course at Albury, one of the twin border towns on the Murray 
River – Wodonga is on the Victorian side and a follow-up 
game was played there the following day. The outstanding 
dinner between the two events left everyone friendly despite 
the Northerners’ victory 31/2 matches to 21/2 and 10 holes to 
3 for all matches, played to 18 holes. This latter measure was 
adopted for the first contest between these two States in 1897 
and it makes sure that you get your full round of hickory 
heaven. 

Golf historian’s software
Despite our differences we do think similarly Downunder and 
it’s no coincidence the Historians Groups of both Societies 
are looking for software to make their task easier. Separately, 
some years ago both decided on the same database system 
for collection management. Simple enough for a competent 
user, the system is complex for an occasional amateur, so up 
this way we have located from the Web a simple system for 
images that hails from Glasgow, developed by Jamie with a 
Polish family name. It works very well for this limited task.

Cataloguing and indexing documents like Board Minutes 
is a painstaking and laborious task which can take years. One 
approach by archivists is to compose a structured extract of 
the document and enter that into a suitably complex database. 
In contrast, digitisation needs a scan done in seconds to create 
a .pdf file which can be searched on any word or phrase also 
in seconds. Fifty years of a club’s newsletter were digitised in 
weeks not years and when the Captain asked if there were 
any details of visits to a reciprocal club, 100 references in 
50 documents in 50 years of newsletters and board minutes 
were located in 66 secs. It was then a matter of reading the 
précis of the references and then opening the file to read the 
article and print off what was pertinent, all extracted in 30 
minutes. The captain received 10 articles dating back to 1951 
answering his question. 

The high quality scanning system comes from Moscow 
and it costs about 25% of the archiving system. At the recent 

GSA Historians meeting, a software specialist explained the 
details of a scanning system he had developed that seems to 
have promise for golf club historians. There is further to travel 
in this journey – look for more news in the next Letter.

Hickory golf in Tasmania
Both societies have members in Tasmania and some were 
attracted to the Writing a Golf Club History booklet. Your 
Laird took the advantage of visiting three of these clubs and 
their historians on a recent holiday and with hickory clubs 
well oiled, showed how this old game commends itself. One 
of my hosts dived into his own collection of hickory clubs 
to play with a few he had only looked at and fondled before. 
He bragged about it to his colleagues at the club before and 
after the game. At a time in history, when time-poor business 
people prefer nine-hole golf, Tasmania is blessed with many 
such courses. Often maintained by volunteer members, they 
struggle to survive financially, but the club spirit remains 
strong. Tasmania being such a scenic place, these small 
country courses often make good use of the delightful 
landscape and the short layouts are ideal for hickories. 
Tasman with its cliff-hole par 3, at the South East corner 
at the bottom and Stanley on the links near the top North 
West corner are examples. Even the mighty Barnbougle in 
the North East was manageable though hard with hickories – 
the tees are graded on handicap rather than gender. A distant 
downhill par 3 yielded a birdie. 

Walter Travis, golf champion, Australian
Australia is proud of its sporting heroes, even when they 
live overseas, like the Great White Shark has for years and 
the media still call him a Queenslander. But there can be 
a difference when the hero becomes a citizen of his new 
country as Walter Travis did when he moved to America. The 
records of the British Amateur show only one Australian has 
won it – Doug Bachli (a Victorian) in 1954, that is, if you 
ignore Travis, who was born at Maldon, Victoria in 1862. 
He started playing golf at the age of 35 and within five years 
won the US Amateur and was the first non-British golfer to 
win the British Amateur, in 1904. For years he was ignored 
as an Australian who had won it because he had become a 
damned Yank!  

Travis was a prolific golf winner and retired from 
competitive golf in 1916. He became a golf writer and 
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designed over 50 courses in America including that of his  
own club at Garden City. The Walter J Travis Society was 
formed and Bob Labbance wrote Travis’s story in The Old 
Man.

Melbourne golf historian Roger McDonald was intrigued 
with this story, and decided to research the Australian part of 
Travis’s life.  Roger contacted the Travis family in Melbourne, 
and read letters they received from Walter Travis’s daughter 
in America. In one she asked about her father’s time at the 
farm at Berry Jerry – one of his oft-told tales.

The Travis family history has been written but the book 
doesn’t mention Walter playing golf. Roger obtained death 
certificates and a coroner’s report for Travis’s father who died 
in the Castlemaine hospital and brother who died in a mining 
accident. After these deaths, Walter aged eighteen, was left to 
look after his mother in Maldon, but later left home to get 
farm experience at Berry Jerry near Deniliquin. He moved 
to Melbourne and worked with McLean Bros and Rigg, the 
hardware store and did well enough to be transferred to 
America, in charge of their store in New York. These details 
differ from Labbance’s book and Roger’s report is on its way 
to the Walter J Travis Society. Tracing the lives of expatriate 
golfers is a fascinating activity – well done Roger!

Golf ’s archives
It’s perhaps a little early to report this late breaking news but 
consider it a scoop. Due to the determination of our founder 
Tom Moore and the vision of Peter Read, former Captain 
and now Historians Group, the state golf bodies for men and 
women, and the Australian PGA Convenor of the Group, 
support AGHS financially. Their delegates sit on the AGHS 
Management Committee and through their encouragement 
AGHS gives special care to the game’s history. 

Over almost ten years, Tom, with help from experts 
has set up a worthwhile golf museum, some of it from his 
personal collection. Donated books and some purchased 
have provided a basic reference library. Over a longer period, 
more than a century for the women, the three golfing bodies 
have acquired archives of their activities and some of it has 
been catalogued. It now looks as though AGHS will become 
the custodian of the archives, possibly with professional 
assistance and together with the museum and reference 
library, an extremely valuable resource will be created. 
Add to this the report above on software, digitisation and 
potential developments and we really do have a space worth 
watching.

From the Laird of Leith, whose opinions are his own

A hotly contested fourball at Thurgoona: 
Barry Leithhead, AGHS; Ian Rennick, Captain GSA; Michael Sheret Captain AGHS; and Cliff George, GSA
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Irish Musings
by John Hanna

AS GOLFERS we are sometimes aware of close 
friendships that are made through golf. 
Sometimes the strange alliances are made. These 
musings focus on two prominent ladies in Irish 

golf coming together from different social backgrounds,  
slightly different playing eras, and from different countries 
in the island of Ireland. Their friendship was to be tested in 
controversial circumstances

Daisy Ferguson
Miss Ferguson was one of five children from the marriage 
of Stanley F Ferguson and Frances Carr. Her family was 
part of the Ferguson linen dynasty from Banbridge, County 
Down. She had three brothers and a sister and was christened 
Frances Edith. Her father was a solicitor and director of the 
Ulster Bank and an important member of the Royal County 
Down GC. In 1923 the Northern Executive of the ILGU held 
its first Open Meeting at Malone. One of the four qualifiers 
was described as a young up-and-coming player, Miss Daisy 
Ferguson. This was the start of her golfing career 

Daisy made her first appearance in the Irish Ladies’ 
Championship in 1930 at Portmarnock making her way to 
the third round. Here she was to play a Mrs Cuthell, better 
known as Rhona Adair, who was winning championships 
before her opponent was even born. Despite Mrs Cuthell 
producing some vintage shots she lost to the younger 
woman. Miss Ferguson lost in the quarter-final, but two 
years later at Ballybunion she made it to the final only to 
lose by 7/5 to Miss B Latchford. In 1935 she made it to the 
final again at Rosapenna and this time was successful when 
she had a 2/1 victory over Miss Ellis. Before the outbreak of 
the Second World War she had been selected for Ireland on 
eleven consecutive occasions but was to become one of many 
players who, having reached their prime, were suddenly 
denied the opportunity to play more winning golf as a result 
of the conflict.  

During the war she served in the ATS. She did not 
return to international golf after the War but began the role 
of an administrator, and by 1953 she was Captain of the 
winning Great Britain and Junior Great Britain teams at the 
Commonwealth Tournament at Formby. In 1957 she was 

Captain again, this time of the British Isles team that played 
both Belgium and France – winning both matches. She was 
appointed Captain of the Great Britain and Ireland Curtis 
Cup team that played the USA at Brae Burn in 1958. Her 
team played really well halving the match and retaining the 
Cup. It was the first time a team had not lost in the USA. 
Following this success she was Captain of the Irish team in 
1959, 1960 and 1961.

Daisy Ferguson was President of the ILGU from 1953 to 
1958 and later, a Life Vice-President. She became the first 
Irish player to become President of the Ladies’ Golf Union 
from 1964 to 1966, later becoming an Honorary Vice-
President. Daisy was Captain of Royal Belfast in 1935 and 
an Honorary Member of this Club. She was also Captain of 
Royal County Down Golf Club, firstly in 1937/1938 and 
again in 1946.

Philomena Garvey
Miss Garvey was born in 1926 in the village of Baltray. Her 
parents were James and Kathleen Garvey. For those who are 
not familiar with the location, Baltray is home of the County 
Louth Golf Club, around four miles from Drogheda in the 
Republic of Ireland. She was introduced to golf by her brother, 
Kevin, who won the East of Ireland Championship in 1942. 
Philomena always thought that she benefited from playing 
so much of her early golf with men. She had the reputation 
of being a fine and powerful striker of the ball both with 
woods and irons. Strangely for a women golfer she used the 
interlocking grip with a very strong pair of wrists.

As the effects of the Second World War were easing the 
Irish Ladies’ Amateur Championship resumed in 1946 at 
Lahinch. Twenty-year-old Philomena reached the final against 
one of her fellow club members, Clarrie Reddan, the 1936 
champion, and one of Ireland’s best golfers. It was described 
as one of the all-time great deciders. All square after 36 holes 
Philomena won at the 39th with the aid of a stymie. This was 
to be the first of fifteen Irish Ladies’ Championships. 

She was selected to play for Ireland in the Home 
Internationals no fewer than eighteen times, playing every 
year from 1947 until 1969 except for 1955 when she 
withdrew with an injury, and the period 1964 to 1967 when 
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she was a professional and ineligible to play. Her record in 
these matches was outstanding. In the 51 matches she played 
for Ireland she only lost ten, four of which were in her first 
two years. As Irish Champion she would invariably be playing 
other national champions.

Philomena played with mixed 
success in six Curtis Cup sides, 
between 1948 and 1960 her only 
contributions in singles matches 
being a half in 1948 and a win in 
1954. She was more of an introvert 
and found it uncomfortable when 
playing the more outgoing American 
women.. However she got on well 
with the greatest extrovert of them 
all, Babe Zaharias. In July 1951 
Philomena was selected ito play for 
a  team of British amateurs against 
a team of American professionals 
at Sunningdale Ladies’ GC. In her 
match against ‘The Babe’  Philomena 
was less than pleased when a match 
that was originally supposed to be 
over eighteen holes was extended to 
36. She was 2 up after the first round, 
but lost on the 36th after The Babe’s 
ball bounced off a tree and then the 
clubhouse wall before finishing beside the flag. 

Miss Garvey played in a number of British Ladies’ 
Championships reaching the final on five occasions. She lost 
to Mrs GW Hetherington by the narrow margin of one hole 
at Hunstanton in 1946 and at Porthcawl in 1953 she lost to 
Miss Marlene Stewart by 7/ 6. However at Gleneagles in 1957 
she won by 4/3 against Jessie Valentine. The 1960 decider 
at Harlech was especially memorable. Against the American 
Barbara McIntyre she came from eight down to cover the 
next six holes in a stunning 20 strokes, winning five of them, 
before eventually losing by 4/2.Three years later at the age 
of 37 she reached the final once again, this time in Ireland 
at Royal County Down. There was a large international 
field that included prominent American and Continental 
players. In the final Philomena’s opponent was Mlle Brigitte 
Varangot, who required injections to counter a debilitating 
bout of tonsillitis. Despite looking and feeling rather wan, 
Mlle Varangot won an absorbing final by 3/1. 

Unlike many prominent Irish lady players of her time, 
Philomena Garvey was unable to play full-time amateur golf. 
She was in charge of the sports department in Clery’s, a large 
department store in Dublin; apart from the summer months 
she was only able to play weekend golf. She could not afford 
to travel to the USA for their Championship unless it was a 
Curtis Cup year. An additional handicap was that she had 
very tender skin and during the week of a Championship her 
hands would be covered in blisters.

The 1958 Curtis Cup Controversy
Philomena Garvey was absent from the 1958 Curtis Cup 
team as the direct result of an issue of great principle. The 
traditional Curtis Cup badge contained the emblems of the 

four countries of Great Britain and 
Ireland; the LGU controversially 
changed it to the Union flag. As a 
national of the Republic of Ireland, 
Philomena felt unable to wear 
the badge and withdrew from the 
team. This was doubly unfortunate 
because at that time, she was 
also the reigning British Ladies’ 
Open Amateur Champion. After 
receiving widespread criticism, 
the LGU restored the old badge, 
and Philomena played in the 1960 
team One person who supported 
Philomena’s decision from the 
outset was that lady from the other 
side of the border, the Unionist 
from the North of Ireland, Miss 
Daisy Ferguson, who just happened 
to be the Captain of the Curtis Cup 
team. She was also President of the 
Irish Ladies’ Golfing Union.

She turns professional
Philomena became Ireland’s first lady professional in 1964 
signing a contract with John Letters who would manufacture 
and sell clubs endorsed by her. She also wrote instructional 
articles in the Evening Herald, another first for an Irish lady 
golfer. An accurate indication of the standing of Philomena’s 
standing in Irish golf is that when she decided to turn 
professional the ILGU made her a Life President. This decision 
was an advanced one for this time. Life was not easy without 
a tour to play on and she was reinstated as an amateur in 
1968. She had lost some of her competitive urge and after 
winning her fifteenth Irish Championship at Royal Portrush 
in 1970 announced her retirement. It is only in May of this 
year that Philomena passed away, aged 83, at her home town 
of Termonfeckin, close to Baltray..
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 The Rise and Fall of Hugh Hamilton at St Andrews 

David Hamilton 
charts the shaky start for ‘scientific’ greenkeeping in 1912

IN 1909, THE MAN IN CHARGE of caring for the town’s 
golf courses at St Andrews was at the height of his 
influence. Hugh Hamilton could properly call himself 
‘Greenkeeper to the Royal and Ancient Golf Club’ since 

his salary came from the Club under the old arrangement 
whereby they maintained the town’s municipal Old and New 
Courses. Highly regarded locally, Hamilton was in demand 
at other clubs for consultation on problems, and the golf 
industry used his name in testimonials when advertising 
their greenkeeping product: he also wrote articles on his work 
for the golf books and journals of the day. Local newspapers 
like the Dundee Evening Telegraph and Post were impressed, 
and praised his ‘scientific’ methods and said that ‘he had 
introduced methods of turf repair that were undreamt of 
before.’  Nationally, the magazine Golfing praised his ‘gospel 
of science’ and that ‘he almost revolutionised the calling of 
which he is an honoured member’. Hamilton was seen as a 
pioneer, casting off the link between professional golfers 
and green-keeping, and emerging as a leader in new active, 
interventionist course management, unlike the passive 
acceptance and use of the natural links of old. His new 
strategies were contrasted in a kindly way with the simple 
methods of his distinguished predecessor ‘Old’ Tom Morris. 
At St Andrews, Morris had trusted the natural healing powers 
of the ancient links, and famously used liberal amounts of sea 
shore sand to refresh the turf. 

  Tom Morris had partially retired by 1903. At this time, 
the R&A were finding their national icon rather prickly to 
deal with, and to assist him as greenkeeper they appointed CB 
Henderson from the Luffness New Golf Club. But Henderson 
did not last long, being sacked in 1902 for violent behaviour 
towards his staff. Morris finally retired and Hamilton was 
appointed to the main St Andrews post in 1903.

His career
Hugh Hamilton had grown up near Dornoch, and had been 
employed nearby as a gardener at Andrew Carnegie’s Skibo 
Castle from 1890. There he rose to be head gardener and 
when he laid out a short course at the Castle, he began to share 
an interest in course maintenance with the legendary John 

Sutherland, secretary at the Dornoch Golf Club. Hamilton 
moved into green-keeping and was briefly appointed at North 
Berwick and then at Portmarnock. Moving to St Andrews in 
1903, he quickly made his mark. His innovative methods were 
noticed by visiting golfers of influence and in 1905 he was 
well enough known to appear on the cover of Golf Illustrated.  

Hubris
Hamilton wrote well and in 1906 contributed a chapter on 
‘Green-keeping’ for Horace Hutchinson’s compilation Golf 
Greens and Green-Keeping. About this time Hamilton also 
wrote an article on ‘Greenkeeping’ for the magazine Golfing 
and his subtitle ‘Practical and Authoritative Hints’ suggests a 
confident mind-set. In 1909 he contributed a similar essay to 
the Golfer’s Handbook of that year.

From the start, his approach to care of the greens had 
three new features – regular top dressing, worm removal, 
and extra seeding when required. For feeding, he had put 
together his special ‘St Andrews manure’ – a mixture of ‘black 
earth and nitrogenous and phosphatic manure’ – a product 
he advertised for sale and purchase from himself from 1905 
onwards.  He soon added use of a heavy roller on the greens 
once a week from April to September. In autumn, or dealing 
with problem greens, he raked thoroughly to give a seed bed, 
then sowed (the species of seed used is not mentioned) and 
covered the seed with a quarter inch of his manure. He had a 
high-profile involvement in the campaign against worms, and 
in 1908 he supported a worm-killing preparation marketed 
by James Carter & Co, the grass seed company, giving it an 
enthusiastic signed endorsement, probably earning him a bob 
or two, and in his writings elsewhere he regularly dropped in 
the name of favoured commercial suppliers.

His methods were listened to. In the world of golf, many 
new courses existed and there was increasing interest in 
their quality. New inland courses had major challenges and 
although the coastal links had supported golf for centuries, 
the players were more demanding and the greater traffic was 
causing wear and tear. Hamilton’s aggressive approach with 
worm removal, seeding and feeding seemed to be the way 
ahead. 
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Hamilton shown on the cover of Golfing, March 16th, 1905

Criticism
But not everyone was impressed or following his lead. Of 
his critics, the most interesting was CB Henderson, his 
controversial predecessor at St Andrews, now at the Sandyhills 
Golf Club near Glasgow. Henderson, probably feeling bruised 
and understandably hostile to St Andrews in general and to 
Hamilton in particular, had concerns about the effects of the 
worm slaughter. Writing to the magazine Golfing in 1906, in 
response to one of Hamilton’s articles, Henderson agreed that 
the worms were a nuisance, but felt they had an ancient and 
important role in aerating linksland and their golf courses. If 
the worms had to go, then forking of the greens was needed 
from time to time, he said. Nor did Henderson like Hamilton’s 
policy of top dressing with manure. Henderson doubted that 
solid manure could adequately penetrate and benefit the 
grass roots, since he noticed that compacted, wormless, hard 
surfaces prevented even rainwater soaking in. Forking and 
liquid feeding, was the answer, Henderson opined.  

Crisis
At St Andrews, all was well for a while. The Open of 1905 
had been a success. But by 1909 there were concerns. 
First the Dundee Evening Telegraph reported that the Old 
Course was changing to a ‘suburban inland texture.’ Others 
confirmed this change, noting that ‘the fairway lies were too 
good’ and the greens ‘dull’ and that aerial approach shots 
were in favour rather than running the ball up as of old. 
Clearly, lush soft greens were emerging through Hamilton’s 
policy, perhaps revealing a ‘gardener’s assumption’ from his 
days when tending the lawns and fertile borders at Skibo’s 
noble gardens.

 Other local critics appeared. When a storm blew beach 
sand on to the St Andrews courses, locals considered that 
the Links had benefited, and there were calls for a return to 
traditional greens using Old Tom’s ‘mair saund’ and non-
interventionist methods. The historians of the R&A record 
that the Club’s suggestion box now received notes from 
members also suggesting this return to the use of sand, rather 
than use manure. But Hamilton was adamant. ‘My mixture 
yields the utmost success’ he replied to the Green Committee. 
He added needlessly that ‘the proper place for sea shore sand 
is the beach’. Clearly he regarded the old ways, Old Tom’s 
ways, as ‘pre-scientific’.  

 Pressure increased on Hamilton to reverse the changing 
character of the Old Course and on the 15th of October 1910, 
Guy Campbell was joined by six other R&A members pointing 
out to the Committee that there was now ‘plugging of balls 
on the first green … [and] one is informed sand is useless’. 
About this time Hamilton did change track but experimented 
instead with more science using charcoal, a new, attractive 
remedy, to harden his greens, a novelty which found no place 
later. His bravado in facing up to his employer, the R&A, and 
their ‘mair saund’ lobby, may have sealed his fate.

By the summer of the following year 1911, there was a 

full-scale crisis at St Andrews, with a major new development. 
Instead of exuberant, spongy turf, the Old Course was losing 
grass and was reported in the newspapers to be ‘like a desert’, 
with the bare fifth green in particular termed ‘a disgrace’. The 
New Course, also tended by Hamilton for the R&A, was also 
in trouble with loss of grass. This 1911 deterioration was 
blamed by some on a drought in the previous year, but there 
had been droughts before.

  This problem of the fall in quality was added to by over-
use of the Links, since play on the main courses was increasing 
to unreasonable, uncontrolled levels. St Andrews golf was 
governed by the Links Act of 1894 and its controversial 
Clause 5 stipulated that play on the Old Course was free and 
open to all, subject to a ballot at busy times, and without 
a ‘tariff ’ ie a green fee. Many in the Town regarded this as 
their non-negotiable birthright. Any players, including 
the disliked ‘day-trippers’ brought in by rail, could gladly 
hack their way round the famous links without payment. 
Within the R&A there was grumbling that the discerning 
players were being squeezed out, and there was gossip that 
a proposal was circulating suggesting that the Club move 
out and settle elsewhere. It had happened before. Late in 
the previous century, the older Edinburgh clubs had exited 
from overcrowded Musselburgh, and this example was now 
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Testimonial from Hugh Hamilton for green-keeping products and equipment

recalled. Such rumours weakened the authority of the R&A, 
and, seeing an opportunity, critics of the R&A once more 
floated their proposals for a democratic British Golf Union 
to run the game.  

At St Andrews, something had to be done.  There was an 
additional difficulty, namely that in 1913, two years ahead, 
the Amateur Championship was coming to St Andrews. The 
Links had a long way to go to recover: the issues of quality 
and overplay had to be addressed.

Nemesis
On the 20th of September in that unsettled year of 1911, 
Hamilton, having been warned, was sacked for alcoholism. 
Though his drinking was clearly serious, the state of the Old 
Course, watched by many discerning local golfers, and by the 
visiting great and good of British golf, may have been the true 
cause. Hamilton, doubtless stressed and isolated, had made 
himself prominent and had been obstinate in his support 
of his new methods. The R&A were exasperated at the 
continuing deterioration of the town’s course, and obdurate 
Hamilton, paid by the Club, had to go.

  On the matter of local golf politics and the introduction 
of green fees, there was also decisive action. The town and 
R&A had been deadlocked for years in their discussions 
on the use of the Links, but the town was now prepared, at 
last, to charge green fees, thus protecting the Old Course. 
However, the Town did not offer to take over the costs of 

greenkeeping. The R&A were prepared to continue to look 
after the Links but only if, in return, they were given special 
privileges, notably free play, and reserved starting times. 
Pulling together at last, a new Act was agreed. The Town got 
the green fees and the R&A continued to tend the golf links, 
gaining in return generous starting times in summer and 
for the two main meetings, arrangements which still largely 
exist. 

Greenkeeping
After Hamilton had gone in 1911, no greenkeeper was 
appointed; doubtless the R&A were nervous about appointing 
a further ‘scientific’ man. Instead with a year to go before the 
crucial Amateur Championship, a Club member, who was 
on the Green Committee, was appointed. James H Blackwell, 
brother of ‘Ted’ Blackwell, was appointed in Hamilton’s 
role, to direct and supervise the greenkeeping staff, and 
he had a salary. Remarkably, he stayed in post until 1933, 
suggesting skills in dealing with the concerned members 
who had affection for the older methods. He died in 1937, 
and as a tribute, his St Andrews grave was lined beneath with 
Old Course turf. It seems he returned to simpler strategies, 
prudently listening to the ever-watchful ‘mair saund’ lobby 
who still used the Club’s suggestion box. David Lamb 
dropped in this view, even directing Blackwell where to get 
the best sand:
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I would suggest that the first three holes do not and never 
did need manure.  They are too heavy already.  What they 
need is sand such as may be obtained from the pit at the 
Heather hole teeing ground which has distinctly nutritional 
properties. 

Sea sand is not inert, as often supposed. It does indeed 
contain useful lime-like ‘nutritional’ components derived 
from disintegrated shells.    

Other actions
Other emergency measures had to be taken prior to the 
Amateur Championship. To add to the action on reducing 
play via a ‘tariff ’ and on greenkeeping, in autumn 1911 the 
Old Course was closed for a month, with the ‘reverse’ route 
employed frequently and more water laid on for the greens. 
Some greens were resurfaced. The equally poor greens on the 
New Course, also the responsibility of the R&A, were fenced 
off, with temporary putting surfaces used instead, and the 
New Course green fees dropped. 

 With a year to go, things were little better by the summer 
of 1912. The Old Course was closed for the month of June 
and the August R&A Autumn Meeting was postponed to 
September, waiting for some recovery. By May 1913, a gloomy 
assessment remained. The Times confirmed that loss of turf 
was the problem and described the Old Course as having 
‘brown greens with bare patches’. Even the loyal St Andrews 
Citizen was concerned that ‘this might be the last major 
tournament at St Andrews’. The Citizen concluded that ‘the 
Old Course will never be the same … with all the interference 
with Nature which the methods of the green doctors have 
brought about’. The Scotsman had another diagnosis, namely 
that the worms, now gone, had been a good thing – ‘tons of 
worms have been destroyed … restore Nature and assist her 
benign influence by leaving the worms alone’. Others blamed 
the use of fertilisers. Garden Smith, Editor of Golf Illustrated 
concluded, looking back at the Old Course troubles, that the 
original error had been ‘the use of top dressings and sowing 
of strong grass’. These critics had spoken with one voice: man 
had meddled with Nature.

  But when the 1913 Amateur Championship event arrived 
in April, some recovery seems to have occurred.  Some golf 
writers still criticised the course, but, to local relief, others 
were at least charitable and some were even pleased. 
 The crisis was over.  

An analysis 
The factors in this serious deterioration in the Old Course 
from 1905 seem clear. First there was a reported ‘inland 
change’ in the greens in the early part of Hamilton’s 
stewardship, and then unprecedented loss of greens at a 
time of drought. A likely scenario is that his ‘gardener’s 
assumptions’ in employing surface feeding with manure 
had encouraged exuberant, superficial growth of fragile 
grass species. Secondly, Hamilton’s removal of the worms 

and weekly rolling decreased the aeration of his greens and 
hence led to poor penetration of rainwater and his fertiliser. 
Hamilton’s critic, Henderson, at Sandyhills may have been 
right in his critique: Henderson’s alternative strategy of 
forking, was correct in principle. Hollow tining was yet to 
come and emerging in the 1930s gave the necessary aeration. 
This same scenario was to return much later, in the 1960s, 
when fragile, well-fed, water-dependent and ultra-green 
putting surfaces were in fashion and the damage took many 
years to reverse, with hollow tining as central to the therapy.  

Envoi
Hugh Hamilton, the unassailable guru for many years before 
1910, had a tragic end. He was not the first or last greenkeeper 
to fall foul of club committees, but the Old Course was a 
national shrine and its changing condition and deterioration 
was watched by many. Hamilton’s new methods and flair 
for publicity made him a celebrity but left him exposed and 
vulnerable at a time of over-use of the free course and his 
methods led to serious problems on his greens prior to a 
major event. But his errors were not through lack of diligence, 
but the opposite. We can admire and acknowledge Hamilton 
as the first greenkeeper to write thoughtfully and frequently 
on his work when venturing into the new uncharted world of 
‘scientific’ greenkeeping.  

It seems he just went too far.  

Sources:
The main events are found in the ‘Golf Notes’ of the Dundee 
Evening Telegraph and the columns of the St Andrews Citizen. 
The careers of Henderson and Hamilton, and the Royal and 
Ancient club’s dealings with them, are described in Volume 
2 of the R&A’s history by John Behrend, Peter N Lewis and 
Keith Mackie: Champions and Guardians (2001). Some 
further details of Hamilton’s methods are found in Scott 
MacPherson’s Evolution of the Old Course (2007). 

           T h e  r i s e  a n d  fa l l  o f  H u g h  H a m i lt o N

Back copies of TTG to replace water-damaged originals: 2002 
Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec; 2003 Mar, Jun, Sep; 2005 Mar, Sep; 2006 
Sep; 2007 Jun, Dec. Please ring Jeremy Lowe on 01483 223304 
or email jeremy.lowe@solodigital.co.uk 

Small collection of around 50 metal ball markers dating from 
the 80s and 90s. Mostly British clubs, but some Caribbean and 
championships. Proceeds to charity. More details from John 
Pearson, 01904 628711 or email editor@bgcs.wyenet.co.uk

Wanted

For Sale
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John Low’s Concerning Golf
 Following my letter about the attractive variant binding 
to the first edition which I have in my own library, I am 
now able to advise you of  a paperback third edition, with a 
stunning front cover! This seems quite extraordinary as no 
second or subsequent edition is recorded in Donovan and 
Jerris, and neither does that well known bibliophile from 
Cleveland seem to have anything but a first edition, but 
perhaps he only collects first editions!

This revelation can be made thanks to an email from 
one of our Australian members, Neil Crafter, who had 
read my previous letter in the March edition of TTG. 
Goodness knows how this paperback, published by Hodder 
& Stoughton in London, finished up in Adelaide but I’m 
pleased to able to report that it has now been ‘repatriated’ to 
a very safe home in the South of England!

The only mention of a further edition in Low’s contract 
with Hodder & Stoughton, featured in my previous letter, 
was the possibility of a US edition, but we now know there 
must have been a second edition as well as this paperback 
third edition.  If any of your readers can shed light on this, I 
would be delighted to hear from them.

To me, what this proves is that John Low’s book must 
have been even more popular than we might imagine and 
that, from other quarters, we are soon going to learn that his 
influence upon modern golf course architecture was much 
greater than we currently realise.

But isn’t it wonderful to think of TTG’s world-wide 
circulation these days and how this encourages the exchange 
of views, ideas, and even ‘deals’ concerning humble 
paperbacks!
Philip Truett

The Open 2009: Onward and Upward
As a short addendum to my article And Then Along Came 
Television in the June issue of TTG, I feel I owe its readers 
a small update: some interesting information which I now 
have from the BBC as to how television covered This year’s 
Open at Turnberry. It makes some quite staggering reading, 
and some of the facts I believe are worth recording, if only 
to show just how things have moved on in the last 54 years. 

A total of 55 cameras were employed, six of which were 
of the mobile radio-cam variety, linked back to the base 
unit. Some 40 scaffolding towers were constructed and a 
total of six hoists also engaged; the largest, the Galaxy, was 
all of 72 metres (I make that 236 feet high), which I assume 
was responsible for most of the wonderful coastline shots, 
and was presumably unmanned!

Behind every green was a fixed microphone augmented 
by a team of 30 volunteers, who were provided with radio 
mics to cover the sound of second shots (and more!) from 
fairways and rough. For the first time some play was also 
shot on a Supermotion camera running at 1000 frames per 
second, allowing full detail to be seen even with the picture 
reproduction rate slowed right down. Two interactive 
feeds were also available on the viewers remote control ‘red 
button’ allowing continuous action of holes 8, 9, 10 and 18 
to be watched by anyone wishing to concentrate on these 
specific areas. 

The BBC having sold off all OBs (sic) and all that went 
with them, now outsources these facilities as required from 
SIS LIVE.

The BBC I feel sure will have been greatly encouraged by 
a peak audience figure of 5.4 million viewers during Sunday 
afternoon’s play. I think that we may safely say that Golf is 
very much here to stay on television – hopefully on one of 
the BBC’s channels.
Duncan MacEwan
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Attending the 1953 Open
Reading the interesting article My First Opens written by Jim 
Colville in the June 2009 issue of TTG, reminded me of an 
experience I had at the 1953 Open at Carnoustie. 

I had travelled there by train from the Midlands. The 
accommodation near the course was very limited so I 
shared a dormitory with about nine other men. I think it 
was the Thursday of the Championship. I was walking past 
a big white tent on the course and someone who recognised 
me (I was a member of the Cambridge University Golf team 
that year) came out of the tent, and presented me with a 
white flag, saying ‘The crowds are bigger than expected. 
There is some trouble at the sixth tee. Take this flag and sort 
it out.’ I had no option. 

When I arrived at the tee, there was a wire out-of-
bounds fence down the left- hand side of the sixth hole. 
People were climbing over it, very noisily, on the far side 
of the tee. I approached the fence and as the next group of 
golfers neared the tee, asked the would-be spectators not to 
climb the fence, waving my white flag. This made not the 
slightest difference. As the golfers got ready to drive, I asked 
one chap not to climb the fence and tapped him on the 
shoulder with the flag. After a stream of abusive language, 
he hit me back. 

I simply returned my flag to the tent and enjoyed 
watching my hero of the time, Charlie Ward, who had only a 
small gallery. The crowd was so large and difficult to manage 
I never dared to watch Ben Hogan hit a single shot. 

I am not proud of this occasion but it does show how 
management of the Open crowds has greatly improved over 
the years.  
Tony Barnie-Adshead

Help Wanted

Bramley Golf Club
BGCS member John Bennett is involved in preparing 
the centenary history of Bramley GC, founded in 1913 
near Guildford in Surrey. He asks if any members have 
memorabilia, images or general information that could be of 
use to the project. Please contact him at 01483 892593 or 
email rhysbennett@yahoo.co.uk if you think you can help.

Names on the Sachenschild Trophy
Christoph Meister of the German Golf Archive asks if 
any members can help identify English winners of the 
Sachenschild, an important golf trophy donated to the 
Oberhofer Golf Week by Prince Karl Eduard of Saxe-
Coburg (1884–1954) a grandson of Queen Victoria. 
Names include E Meyerhof of London, who won in 1924, 
AD Wilson Young of Berlin-Wannsee GC (1927) and RS 
Winter of Berlin-Wannsee GC (1931). Suggestions please to 
Christoph at CNMeister@t-online.de

Dinsdale Spa Golf Club
BGCS member Neil Hutchinson is helping Dinsdale Spa, 
Teesside,  with their centenary celebrations project. Please 
contact him if you have any memorabilia/images/general 
information that may be of help. Telephone 01642 284792 
or email neilhutch1@hotmail.com

suggested, the eight Open professionals probably caddied 
for the members. We have also captured the images of two 
of the four Markers, one of whom accompanied each of the 
pairings. We even have an engraving of the locomotive and 
carriages that brought many of the players to the course 
from Glasgow on the Glasgow and South Western Railway.

The order of play was as follows:

1   Tom Morris (Prestwick) & Robert Andrews (Perth).  
Marker, Capt. James
2   Willie Park (Musselburgh) & Alex Smith (Bruntsfield). 
Marker, Capt. Pratt
3   William Steel (Bruntsfield) & Charlie Hunter 
(Prestwick St Nicholas). Marker, Maj. James Ogilvie Fairlie
4   George Brown (Blackheath) & Andrew Strath, St 
Andrews. Marker, Mr Gillon of Wallhouse

We have images of all the competitors except Smith and 
Steel, the two Bruntsfield men – and we lack images of 
Captains Pratt and James. Their ranks probably refer to the 
Ayrshire Yeomanry from among whose officers many of the 
original 57 Prestwick members of 1851 were recruited.

I would be most interested to hear from any fellow-
member who has, or knows the whereabouts of any 
photograph or image of the 1860 Open, or of the above 
gentlemen. In the best traditions of the Society, their reward 
will be a print of the finished work – and a challenge match 
against us at the (hickories only) Hill of Tarvit course in 
the Kingdom of Fife. Telephone 0131 225 1199 or email 
dwpurdie@ednet.co.uk
David Purdie

The Inaugural Open, Prestwick, 1860
As the sesquicentenary of The Open approaches in 2010 I 
was most surprised to discover that there appears to be no 
photograph, painting – or indeed any image whatsoever of 
the event. This has led to a project, in collaboration with the 
golfing artist Hugh Dodd, to recreate two scenes from that 
momentous October day: the opening drive by Prestwick’s 
then Keeper of the Green, Tom Morris – partnered by 
Robert (The Rook) Andrews of Perth – and the winning putt 
being struck by Willie Park of Musselburgh, watched by his 
partner Alex Smith of Bruntsfield some 36 holes later.

 Using the 1858 Ordnance Survey map of Prestwick 
and contemporary photographs, we have established the 
terrain of the then nine year-old Prestwick Club and thanks 
to valuable help from Prestwick’s Secretary Ian Bunch and 
others, we have acquired the image of the ‘Umpire’ that day, 
Robert Hay of Hay Lodge. He had won Prestwick’s Autumn 
Meeting the previous day when, as David Hamilton has 

                                C o r r e s p o n d e n c e                                              
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oUR INTREPID CORRESPONDENT from the land 
of Oz, Barry Leithhead, recently passed on a 
request to our Editor, from Don Dunne, another 
Aussie, for a recommendation list of twenty 

books to form the core of a golf history library. Knowing that 
I have an interest in golf books, our Editor duly ducked the 
question and passed it on to me. Foolishly, I agreed to his 
proposition based on the promise of a pint next time we met. 
This proved to be a more difficult task than it first appeared. 
With the thinking cap fully pulled down over my ears to 
prevent being too distracted by requests from ‘Er Indoors to 
mow the lawn, I considered what aspects of the game of golf 
needed to be covered and also what were those books that 
were most likely to be required reading for a golf researcher. 

I took the view that golf, together with cricket, has been 
fortunate in having a great literary heritage by having some 
of the finest sporting writers, commentators, humorists and 
essayists, and that these should be represented in my choice 
of books. These ought to include examples by Darwin, 
Hutchinson, Wind, & Wodehouse. Another consideration 
was that any researcher would expect to be directed or led to 
other sources and ideally to the original material. Whilst many 
of the books I have chosen are expensive in a first edition, 
there have been facsimile and reprint editions produced by 
the USGA and private publishers. Alternatively the researcher 
could be directed to the nearest public library.

My list comes within the following general categories:

The Origins & Early History of Golf
Johnston, AJ, &  Johnston. JR. The Chronicles of Golf 1457-
1857. Private. 1993
A record of golf via the written word. This has to be a 
cornerstone of any golf library. Since its publication in 1993  
in limited edition of 900 priced at  £90,  it has also proved a 
very worthwhile investment with auction prices now reaching 
in excess of £500.

Hamilton, David. Golf, Scotland’s Game. The Partick Press. 
1998. 
Comprehensive and groundbreaking, with much original 
material, David Hamilton’s study extends our understanding 
of how the game developed. Additionally, it is beautifully 
designed and produced, in either card covers, or a more 
expensive version in boards, quarter-bound in leather. This 
leather-bound Edinburgh Edition now goes for around £500 
in auction

Hutchinson, HG. Golf: The Badminton Library. Longmans 
Green. 1890, with many later editions.
Firstly, a number of chapters by Horace Hutchinson, then 
others by Andrew Lang, Sir Walter Simpson and HSC Everard 
covering  the early history of the game, celebrated links, 
equipment, and instruction. Some poorly- produced recent 
facsimilies are also available.  

Clark, Robert. Golf, A Royal and Ancient Game. R&R 
Clark. 1875
This contains much early information on the game, the Acts 
of Parliament concerning golf, the poem Golfiana, golf songs, 
and a chapter on Allan Robertson. The second and third 
editions are less expensive than the first, and there have been 
affordable facsimile editions published in the last twenty or so 
years.

Behrend/Lewis & others. The Royal & Ancient Golf Club.  
The R&A. 1998, 2000 & 2004. The three volume set: 
Challenges & Champions 1754 – 1883; Champions and 
Guardians 1884 – 1939; Traditions and Change 1939-
2004. The R&A being one of the co-governing bodies of world 
golf, this is an important source of historical materiaI. I have 
cheated here a little by including a three volume set but 
what the heck!

Major golfing personalities – from Allan 
Robertson to the modern era 
Malcolm, D &  P Crabtree. Tom Morris of St Andrews – The 
Colossus of Golf 1821-1908. Glengarden Press. 2008
More complete and much less obsequious than the early 
biography by WW Tulloch written almost immediately after 
the death of Old Tom. A very expensive book at nearly £500 
for The Keeper of the Green ‘395’ edition but a great account 
of Old Tom and his family.

Jones, RT and OB Keeler. Down the Fairway. George, Allen 
and Unwin. 1927 
An early biography of perhaps the finest-ever player. Expect to 
pay around £70

Golf Course Architecture & Design 
Darwin, B. Golf Courses of the British Isles. Duckworth.1910 
Fine writing by the doyen of golf writers with descriptions 
of early British courses. Paintings by Harry Rountree. Again 

Twenty Golf Books  to Form the Core 
of a Golf Library

Dick Durran reflects on a difficult choice
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one is looking at a large outlay for a first edition, perhaps as 
much as £400 for one in reasonable condition. Again cheaper 
facsimile editions can be obtained but are very poor in quality. 
Cornish, GS & R Whitten. The Architects of Golf .  Harper 
Collins. 1993    
The second edition is recommended.  Biographies of famous 
and less well-known golf architects and designers.  Also  cross-
referenced by the courses and their designers. Not seen often in 
auction but expect to pay over £100.

Wethered, HN & T Simpson. The Architectural Side of Golf. 
Longmans, Green. 1929  
A key book on the theories of golf course design. Grant Books 
produced  an excellent reprint in 1995. Expect to pay over 
£100  for this 

Rules of Golf , including development
[Clapcott, CB]  The Clapcott Papers  Edited & compiled by 
AJ Johnston.  Private. 1985
This wonderful and under-valued book contains CB Clapcott’s 
researches into the Hon Company of Edinburgh Golfers, the 
History of Handicapping, the development of the Rules of 
Golf, the oldest golf club, the history of club makers and so 
much more. Can be obtained in auction at around £200 and 
is worth every penny.

Ladies Golf
Cossey, R . Golfing Ladies. Orbis. 1984
Five centuries of ladies golf. Contains much biographical 
information on leading women players. A great bargain, it 
can be obtained for around £10.

American Golf
Wind, HW. The Story of American Golf. Knopf. 1976 
This third edition gives a good account of American golf up 
to 1975. An alternative selection would be Charles Price’s 
The World of Golf. Some avid collectors might argue that CB 
Macdonald’s Scotland’s Gift – Golf would be a better choice 
but when published in 1928 by Charles Scribner’s Sons this 
would have excluded Byron Nelson, Sam Snead, and Ben 
Hogan. Price around £70

Golf Literature – including poetry, prose, 
reportage, humour and fiction
Donovan, RE & R Jerris. The Game of Golf & the Printed 
Word 1566-2005. Castalio Press. 2006
A bibliography of golf  books. The most comprehensive book to 
trace books by authors and date.

Mathison. T. The Goff. USGA. 1981 
This is recognised as being the first true piece of golfing 
literature. The USGA facsimile edition of the three editions 
1743, 1763, 1793 with a foreword by Joe Murdoch is 
recommended and can be obtained for around £200. I 
hesitate to suggest any of the first three editions at around 

£20,000.  However, The Thorn Tree Clique by David 
Hamilton, which analyses this poem, is an excellent 
alternative and can be found for about £130.

Golf Equipment - development and design
Ellis, JB. The Clubmaker’s Art. Zephr Productions. 1997 
Rare clubs, beautifully photographed, showing golf clubs 
design changes since the earliest made.  An excellent book for 
those researching equipment or identifying clubs. A very good 
chapter on forgeries. The second edition 2007 gives many 
more examples than first. Expect to pay around £120.

Jackson, AF. The British Professional Golfers 1887-1930. 
Grant. 1994     
A register of British golf professionals showing their various 
club affiliations, and a cross-reference of the clubs and the 
professionals they employed. A book much used to date clubs 
and increasingly difficult to find with prices now reaching 
around £80. 

McGimpsey, KW. The Story of the Golf Ball. Philip Wilson. 
2003
This excellent book covers the development of the golf ball and 
is a valuable reference work. The most comprehensive book 
on golf balls with price indications. Not surprisingly, fairly 
regularly found in Bonhams auctions at around £120. Well 
worth the money.

Memorabilia Collecting
Olman, JM & MW Olman. Golf Antiques & Other Treasures 
of the Game. The Old Golf Shop. 1985
An excellent reference book covering books, clubs, balls, 
ceramics, art, golfing ephemera etc. Good section on cleek 
marks and club identification. Not now often found in 
auction. Most collectors tend to hold on to them, just in case 
something interesting turns up. My guess on price would be 
around £50

Henderson, I & D Stirk. Golf in the Making. Henderson & 
Stirk. 1979
An excellent book covering golf history, golf clubs and their 
makers, cleek marks, the development of golf and the links to 
Freemasons and many other aspects of golf. Originally priced 
at about £20. The second edition can be found on sites like 
Ebay at about £60

So that for better or worse is my choice. I would have liked 
to have found space for PG Wodehouse’s The Clicking of 
Cuthbert or The Heart of a Goof or Patrick Campbell’s How 
to become a Scratch golfer as examples of golfing humour. 
Golf psychology is a growth area in modern professional golf 
and maybe Haultain’s The Mystery of Golf should have been 
included in my list.

What do you think?

           T w e n t y  b o o k s  t o  f o r m  a  g o l f  l i b r a r y  
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A Favourite Book

WHEN I WAS STILL A FAIRLY NEW BUYER 
of golf books, I met another collector who 
asked me what I specialised in. When I 
replied ‘books’, he asked ‘What are they 

worth?’ When I told him I had no idea, as I bought them to 
read, he turned his back and did not speak to me again. This 
poses the question ‘what are our books worth?’ For me the 
monetary value is unimportant compared with the value of 
the pleasure gained from the reading, a feeling I probably, 
and hopefully, share with many other collectors. 

The book I enjoy dipping into time and again, is 
Nisbet’s Golf Year Book 1912. This is an invaluable source 
of information to me as an historian, given the year it was 
published and that only one more edition was to appear. 

The advertisements alone are a delight. Inside the front 
cover there appears: Charing Cross Turkish Baths (Nevill’s) – 
pronounced to be the finest in Europe’ offering ‘Light Baths, 
Douches, Electric baths,Vibro-massage. Prospectus post free.’ 
But soon we are into the golf stuff, including ‘Gripolin (For 
the hands). On every hand acknowledged a Boon to Golfers’ 

A fine rakish portrait of Harold Hilton, the Amateur 
Champion of Great Britain, 1911, faces the opening article, 
Ernest Lehmann’s review of golf of the year. His priority is 
amateur golf and after rather a prolix statement of intent he 
gives full account of the championships and international 
matches of the year. Full-page advertisements for Oxo (a 
strapping wench with golf clubs under one arm and aged 
parent under the other), shotguns and cartridges and some 
more golf stuff intersperse the text, which is a very full account 
including photographs of the principals, including the ladies. 
I will return to them later. A much shorter recitation of the 
professionals’ year follows, with a full-page photograph of the 
Open Champion Harry Vardon.

We then have sections on The Politics of the Game, The 
Implements of the Game and The Courses. The Index of British 
Golf Clubs, listed by county, is extremely useful, and the entries 
fascinating, especially for me, because the nearest railway 
station is always the first item listed after the foundation 
date and membership numbers. The International Section 
that follows is equally interesting, cross-referencing for my 
purposes with the Who’s Who section. 

When I was researching the history of the Worcestershire 
Union of Golf Clubs, I came across JL Humphreys, who 
played for the county when at home from his various posts 
in the Far East. He was born in Birmingham in 1881, and 
attended Bromsgrove  School and Brasenose College, 
Oxford. His clubs are listed as Singapore GC and he Oxford 

and Cambridge GS. He won blues at rugby and golf, playing 
for Worcestershire in 1909. He later became Governor of 
North Borneo – and here is the link – there was a course 
there, Jesselton, listed in the appropriate place. Humphreys 
died on his way home in 1929. 

The course listings for Great Britain enable one to locate 
the defunct clubs so important to Alan Jackson’s research. 
Listing them by county is a very useful feature. The modern 
R&A Golfer’s Handbook segregates the sexes in the Who’s Who 
section but Nisbet includes the ladies in the same listings. 
Cecil Leitch and her sisters are there, of course, but what 
interested me more was an entry for Mrs EM Gavin, a member 
of Huntercombe, Westward Ho! and Burnham Beeches. She 
represented England in 1910 and 1911 and ‘Was granted the 
privilege of a man member at Burnham and competing on 
handicap of 6, won the Wright Challenge Cup in record gross 
score of 83.’ She was also the first Englshwoman to fly, and an 
accomplished high diver, skater and shot. Not a woman to be 
trifled with, then. 

In John Adams’s short history of Huntercombe, which 
became the basis of my telling of the story, Gloria Minoprio, 
immortalised by Henry Longhurst in ‘Sic Transit Gloria 
Munday’, took lessons from the Club professional, Jim Morris. 
Mr Gavin, described by Adams as her ‘uncle’ paid for a bunker 
to be built for Gloria to practise her sand shots, Huntercombe 
having only a few bunkers. Subsequent information, too late 
for my book, revealed that Gloria Minoprio was the reason 
Mrs Gavin divorced her husband. Sic transit indeed. 

Another gem appears in the section on ‘Decisions on the 
Rules of Golf ’. The old story of the mixed foursomes pair in 
which player A drives out of bounds and knowing his partner, 
B cannot carry a ‘creek’ and instructs her to play an air shot. 
The query came from Brisbane Golf Club and I, for one, had 
not realised that this instance actually happened, given all the 
tales about mixed foursomes. The entry takes up a good half 
page and the outcome was disqualification for A and B.

Another fascinating item appears in the results of the 
1911 Amateur Championship. In the fifth round HS Colt 
beat B Darwin by 3/2, before losing to EA Lassen in the semi-
final. Lassen then lost to Hilton in the final. 

There is much more of interest in this gem of a book that 
I do not begrudge a penny of the purchase price. 

 John bought this favourite book for £150 from a 
well-known dealer. Copies have recently sold 

at auction for around £100

John Moreton
on the delights of an Edwardian golfing handbook
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Auction News

The Pacific Book Auction Sale of Fine and Rare 
Golf Books and Collectibles at San Francisco on 
the 6th of August
The PBA sale in August had the usual crop of delectable 
classics and rarities, sometimes failing to meet estimates, but 
generally demonstrating that, even in these difficult times,  
collectors are still willing to pay the highest prices for quality 
items in fine condition. 

A first trade 1875 edition of Clark’s Golf, A Royal and 
Ancient Game, made $1080 including 20% buyer’s premium, 
compared with estimate of $1000–1500, while a copy of the 
same edition ‘worthy of restoration’ made $510 (700–1000). 
Darwin’s A Friendly Round in very good dustwrapper made 
a startling $4700 (2500–3500), while a copy without a dust 
wrapper, but still described as fine, made $840 (500 – 800). 
Similar comparison was available on Vardon’s My Golfing 
Life, which made $2700 (1800–2500) for a near-fine copy 
in dust jacket, against only $360 (200–300) for a very good 
copy without one. Other notable classics were McPherson’s 
Golf and Golfers at $900 (1500–2500); MacKenzie’s 
Golf Architecture at $1442 (1500–2500); and a signed 

presentation copy in half vellum of Macdonald’s Scotland’s 
Game – Golf at $6000 (10–15000). 

Of what we might call rarities, Balfour’s Reminiscences 
of Golf on St Andrews Links, expertly restored, made $4700 
(5–8000); Douglas Edgar’s The Gate to Golf, with original 
gate, $2400 (2500–3500); Farnie’s The Golfer’s Manual 
$15600 (15–25000); and Robb’s Historical Golf and 
Golfers, $13200 (12–18000). 

Two very rare pieces of publicity material had never been 
through the Auction House before. A 28pp instructional 
booklet How to Improve Your Golf (not in D & J) by Chick 
Evans and dating from c.1925, made $3000 (2500–3000), 
while Tillinghast’s publicity pamphlet for the Shawnee 
Country Club, of which he was both course designer and 
Secretary (in 1911) made a stiffening $3000 (500-800). 
This was a single 8 x 20” sheet with text on one side and 
photographs and a map n the other, folded twice into 8 x 5” 
BGCS played the course on their 2003 Grail tour. 

Of the new classics, Johnston & Johnston’s Chronicles of 
Golf failed to reach recent heights, but still made a respectable 
$900 (1500–2000). Demand was strong for some of David 
Hamilton’s Partick Press work: Early Golf at St Andrews 
made $660 (4-600), the same price as the St Andrews 
edition of Golf, Scotland’s Game; and $960 (6-900) for the 
full morocco binding of The Thorn Tree Clique. 

As always, demand for special Jones material was strong, 
although ‘The most highly sought-after golf book of the 
twentieth century’ – the quarter vellum signed first edition 
of Down the Fairway – was unsold with an estimate of $20– 
25000. On the other hand, a little 45pp instructional booklet 
The Rights and Wrongs of Golf, specially bound for Jones’ 
private use, went for $3000 (2-3000), Finally, a signed ball 
believed to come from his wartime service in the UK, made 
an astonishing $9600 (10–15000). 

The auction cleared up a recent mystery. Many people 
have asked your Editor why the late Bob Labbance used the 
pen-name Bunkie Foozle for his TTG articles. A number of 
items from Bob’s collection appeared in the sale, including a 
humorous hole-in-one certificate illustrated by Clare Briggs, 
and awarded in 1937 to someone (not Bob) known as Bunkie 
Foozle. So now we know.

It would be wrong to finish this review without mentioning 
the important sale of Tait memorabilia by David Convery 
in Edinburgh on the 20th of May. Freddie Tait’s collection 
of medals, with an estimate of over £100,000 failed to sell. 
But there was good news on the diaries and match books, 
which were bought in a single bid, by the National Library of 
Scotland. So they join a number of other golfing manuscript 
treasures as accession number 13048 and we look forward to 
their imminent availability
JoHn Pearson

                  Au c t i o n  N e w s

Bonham’s sale of Golfing Memorabilia at 
Chester on July the 25th 
Several items of quality stood out at Bonham’s July sale. 

Star lot within Balls was a Park Royal patent gutty by 
Willie Park, believed to be only one of only six in existence, 
with hexagonal faces claimed to make the ball run less easily 
on fast greens. Unplayed and unrestored, it went for £4320 
including 4% buyer’s premium (est £5–8000).

Two lots within Ceramics caught the eye: a pair of 
Morisian Ware vases from around 1900 going for £720 (5–
800); and a pair of Gibson pottery vases of similar vintage 
at £780 (5–800). 

Within Clubs, perhaps the most interesting was a 
rare, possibly unique, centre-shafted niblick by Thomas 
Horsburgh, the Duddingston blacksmith, which went for 
£1800 (1800-2500). A Philp long-nose driver with minor 
repairs made £2640 (2500–4000), while an early adjustable 
patent iron by Bussey, from the early 1890s, one of only two 
known, made £876 (900–1200). 

Star item in the sale was a Silver King point of sale 
figurine from the 1920s, making £10,000, well above its 
estimate of £4–6000. The Dunlop 65 caddie figurine failed 
to sell (est £2500-4000). 

There was little of note in Books, although Johnston and 
Johnston’s Chronicles of Golf made £660 – comparable to 
the price obtained a fortnight later by PBA in San Francisco. 
Tulloch’s Life of Tom Morris made £780 (750–1000) and a 
1941 US Open programme made £864 (800–1200). 

Finally, a complete set of 50 Copes Golfers cigarette cards 
in outstanding condition, made £2640 (2500–4000).
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Golf in Sweden
by
Pehr Thermaenius

Pehr Thermaenius has produced this short history of Golf 
in Sweden on behalf of the Swedish Golf Historical Society, 
on the occasion of the 2009 Hickory Grail and the Swedish 
Hickory Championhship, both reported elsewhere in this 
magazine. 

After many years as a low-key, even exclusive sport, 
Swedish Golf took off in the last 30 years of the twentieth 
century, the number of affiliated golfers rising rapidly from 
21,000 in 1964 to over 600,000 in 2004. Golf is now 
Sweden’s second most popular participation sport (behind 
soccer) played by over 6% of the population. This compares 
with the UK’s miserly 2.5%, and within European nations, 
is second only to the Republic of Ireland’s 6.5%. Sweden has 
a distinguished history in amateur team golf, both for men 
and women, feeding a steady supply of world-class players 
into the professional ranks, winning tournaments on both 
sides of the Atlantic and representing Europe in international 
matches.

This coherent history charts the influences on the 
remarkable rise in Swedish golf: intermittent early contacts 
with UK golfers; enthusiastic Swedish pioneers; early 
champions and oldest clubs; important early influence 
of British golfing style and teaching methods, with later 
establishment of a standardised method. Course architects, 
personalities, players, administrators and media figures are 
also covered; royal patronage was important from the early 
days. 

Format is as a booklet in 40 landscape pages, with 
soft covers and lavish illustration of the very distinctive 
Swedish approach. It forms an important summary of the 
history of Swedish Golf and represents the only English-
language account. Cost is a modest 50 Swedish Kronor, plus 
postage and packaging. Contact Pehr Thermaenius on pehr.
thermaenius@bredband.net or telephone int +46 8758 7112 
or  intl+46 70 310 5861 (mobile) and you may be able to 
negotiate  an all-in cost of around a fiver. Worth it.

John Pearson

155 Years of Golf in Portobello
by
Czeslaw Kruk

For those of you south of the Border this has nothing to do 
with Portobello Road market but is a brief history of golf 
played in the village of Portobello, now a suburb of Edinburgh 
on the east side of the city. When Portobello became a burgh 
in 1833, large villas were built for the gentry of Edinburgh. 
When it became a popular holiday destination, pressure was 
put on the Council to procure land for recreation. The first 
course was built in 1892 although Portobello Golf Club had 
been instituted in 1856, playing on various courses in the 
area. The park in which the course was established was found 
to be too small and a new course was built circa 1898; this 
is still the one being used today, with improvements since 
then.

The Club can boast of having had a Ladies Open Champion 
in Miss E Maud Titterton in 1908 as well as having RDBM 
Shade as a member for a time in his earlier days. Czeslaw 
Kruk has put together a very short history of the Club in 
hardback with plenty of photos despite the early minutes 
being lost after the 1939-45 war. Copies may be obtained at 
a cost of £12 + p&p from David Kirkwood at 01620 842744 
or gill@gilliankirkwood.com. 

Hamish Ewan

Murcar Links Golf Club 
The First Hundred Years
compiled and edited by 
Dr Alastair Mcleish  

Murcar Links Golf Club was founded in 1909 and borders 
with Royal Aberdeen Golf Club which is by far its earlier 
neighbour. It has been said in local parts that a group of 
visitors started at Royal Aberdeen and had lunch at Murcar 
before carrying on quite oblivious to what they had done – 
but that is maybe just folklore.

There were four possible names for the course when it 
was first mooted: Seaton Links, probably after the Seaton 
Estate from which part of the land was leased; Blackdog 
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Golf Club, after the local salmon fishing station; Berryhill 
Golf Club, the area on which part of the course is built; and 
Murcar Links, the origin of which is not noted. The choice 
of name was eventually decided on by the Captain’s casting 
vote. The course very early on had  its own ‘buggy’ which ran 
on the Strabathie Light Railway operated by the Seaton Brick 
and Tile Company ferrying members from the Bridge of Don 
to the course.

Archie Simpson, professional at Royal Aberdeen, was 
the original architect with James Braid making alterations 
in 1922 and again in 1931. One of Braid’s suggestions was 
to treat each green with 20-28lbs of fish meal – I can only 
say I am glad I did not play immediately after that. Graeme 
Webster carried out major alterations in 2005 and 2006 with 
the Council adding further bunkers in 2008, making the 
course the magnificent challenge it is today.

Among the more famous members at Murcar were 
Harry Bannerman; Hugh Stuart, the present Captain; Muriel 
Thomson, now the professional at Portlethen GC; and also 
Carol Stewart, late partner of Bob Strachan, who won the 
ladies championship no less than fourteen times between 
1967 and 1985. Others who have tried to conquer Murcar 
Links are Peter Thomson, Bob Charles, Peter Allis, Kel Nagle, 
Christy O’Connor and the famous Scottish duo of Eric Brown 
and John Panton.

Like many courses Murcar has had its good and bad 
years but due to the hard work of Committees and members 
over the years the Club has flourished to become the 
championship course it is today with some spectacular holes 
and magnificent views.

Although somewhat pricey at £22 the book is well 
researched and written, with numerous old photographs,  and 
is recommended to all who are interested in club histories. I 
got my copy from Waterstones. 

Hamish Ewan

Publishing a Golf Club History
edited by
David Longfield

The Golf historians group of the Australian Golf Heritage 
Society (formerly the Australian Golf Collectors Society) does 
a sterling job in encouraging Australian golf clubs to record 
their history. As well as running a series of seminars for club 
historians, the AGHS has co-published (with the BGCS) the 
booklet Writing a Golf Club History, which was distributed 
within both societies in 2007. Now the Australian society has 
published a companion guide: Publishing a Golf Club History. 
This builds on general guidelines on publishing given in the 
earlier booklet and adds expert advice from Longueville 
Media, a specialist publisher. 

There is good advice about the publishing process: the 
merging of text and images in a coherent form, that makes 
the finished book a pleasure to hold, see and read; on legal 

pitfalls; design and layout; and issues concerning the printing 
processes. It advocates use of a style guide, which will meet the 
need for consistency in grammar, spelling and typographical 
convention. It even outlines such a guide.

One clear message is the breadth of expertise available 
to would-be club historians from specialist publishers like 
Longueville. Naturally enough, it does not explore the low-
cost do-it-yourself route used on a number of club history 
projects – with various degrees of success. 

For this particular publication, however, costs have 
been minimised by the simple expedient of providing it 
on the internet, where it can be obtained free, at www.
britgolfcollectors.wyenet.co.uk 

John Pearson

The Scottish Golf Guide
by
David Hamilton

Serious collectors of his exquisite limited editions from the 
Partick Press may not be familiar with David Hamilton’s 
earliest and most popular book, The Scottish Golf Guide. 
Originally published in 1982 as The Good Golf Guide to 
Scotland, and republished as The Scottish Golf Guide in 1995, 
this third edition comes from the Edinburgh publishers, 
Birlinn. 

Early editions listed a number of David’s favourite 
Scottish courses, – inexpensive village gems as well as the 
great championship links. He has added several new courses, 
giving interesting heritage detail, anecdote and observation, 
as well as outline course descriptions. 

David is an avid collector of unusual golfing facts and 
themes, a number of which have found their way as articles 
into TTG. Such a quirky selection of facts, extracts, lists and 
quotations forms an extended miscellany in the second part 
of the book – sprinkled with drawings of Harry Horse from 
the early editions, and a number of familiar illustrations and 
cartoons from Victorian classics.    

This edition is available as a paperback only, from all good 
booksellers. Mine came out of a 3 for the price of 2 offer at 
Waterstones. A genuinely interesting read, and particularly 
good as a stocking filler for prospective Scottish tourists. 

John Pearson

Simply Toogood
by
Des Tobin

This biography of Australian Amateur Champion Peter 
Toogood may have escaped the notice of many BGCS members 
on its publication (in Australia) in 2003. Yet there is much of 
interest. BGCS member Des Tobin appears to have had full 
access to family scrapbooks and albums and has interviewed 

                               B o o k  r e v i e w s   
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principal characters in the story, in both Australia and the 
British Isles. 

Quite apart from Peter Toogood’s long successful amateur 
career there is good material on his grandfather, Alfred, and 
Alfred’s cousin, Walter, who learnt their golf as caddies in 
the Isle of Wight, and had successful tournament careers 
at the turn of the last century. Another chapter deals with 
Peter’s father Alf, who emigrated to Australia just after the 
First World War, and became a successful club pro. There is 
also material on Peter’s brother John, and son Anthony, who 
had their own successful amateur careers. But I particularly 
enjoyed reading about Peter’s two visits to the UK during the 
1950s, the first of which, we learn, was funded by a family 
win on the state lottery. Peter played well as an amateur in 
professional tournaments, reached the quarter-final of the 
Amateur, and won the Silver Medal at Peter Thomson’s 1954 
Open Championship at Birkdale. In 1958, Toogood was a 
member of the Australian team that won the first Eisenhower 
Trophy tournament at St Andrews. Other aspects of his life 
and philosophy are covered later in the book; there is a 
particularly good section on practice routines. 

The book is well-designed and produced in 330 pages, 
case-bound, with many black and white photographs, some 
going back to the golden years of British Golf. In recognition 
of high postage costs, the publishers have marked down the 
cover price to £9, plus £17 p&p to the UK (airmail) or £9 (p&p 
delivered by sea, with an approximate delivery of ten weeks). 
Prices in other markets will depend on prevalent postage and 
currency rates. The leather-bound collector’s limited edition 
is also available, signed by Peter Toogood, Norman von Nida 
and Des Tobin, for a bargain £25 with similar p/p options as 
the trade edition. Available from the author at www.killaghy.
com  

John Pearson   

Links Along the Line
by
Harry Foster

Harry Foster’s Links Along the Line tells the story of the 
development of the classic championship courses on the 
extensive stretch of linksland between Liverpool and 
Southport. Originally published by the Birkdale and Ainsdale 
Historical Research Society in 1996, it has been out of 
print for some time, and has even started appearing in the 
auction rooms. It has now been reissued by Phillimore, the 
local history specialists, in a revised edition with additional 
material including photographs.  

A major theme of the book is how owners of the sandy 
wastes promoted the foundation of the Liverpool, Crosby and 
Southport Railway in the 1840s, at a time of severe economic 
depression. Construction was quick and cheap. The first golf 

courses opened in the 1870s, followed by development of 
popular suburbia. It is an important, well-researched account 
and includes a summary history of each of the dozen or so 
clubs along the line. 

Format is as before: 128 pages, properly sewn and 
case-bound with attractive dustwrapper and many historic 
photographs. The larger page format permits wider margins, 
bigger images and a more elegant layout. It is nominally 
available in ‘all good bookshops’ at the attractive price of 
£16.99, but more realistically, members may need to pre-
order, quoting ISBN 978-1-86077-523-9. Alternatively, it is 
available from the publisher’s website www.phillimore.co.uk  

 Worth every penny.
John Pearson 

Golf at Alnmouth
by
Deryck Walton, 
with additional material by Peter McIlroy

BGCS had two happy and memorable outings in the late 
1990s to the ancient village links tucked under the cliffs at 
Alnmouth, on the Northumberland coast. Founded in 1869, 
the course was at one time the only one on the English east 
coast.

Golf at Alnmouth covers the history of both the Alnmouth 
Golf Club, and that of the Alnmouth Village GC, the artisan 
club that took over the original course when the parent Club 
moved ‘up the hill’ in 1931 to an adjacent cliff-top course 
designed by Harry Colt. The original history of the Club was 
published in 1992 – a compact near-A5 volume of 160 pages 
crammed with detail of its foundation; of the great Scottish 
champions, including both Old and Young Tom, who came 
to honour its own resident professional, Mungo Park; and 
later, of Vardon and Taylor. It contains many early maps and 
photographs, the latter including a rare image of Park, Open 
Champion in 1874. And it celebrated the introduction to the 
game of important amateurs such as J Beaumont Pease, later 
Captain of the R&A; the Ellis brothers of Oxford University; 
and John Morrison, course architect and legendary foursomes 
partner of Henry Longhurst. 

The first edition of this book crept up on us unawares, 
because it was published 23 years after the centenary date of 
the Club. So also has this second edition – rare for a club 
history – with 24 pages of additional material on the changing 
nature of the parent club up to the publication date of 2004. 
Format is the same, but with a handsome cloth binding this 
time in dark red rather than the original green. It is available 
for £15 from the author of the additional chapters, Peter 
McIlroy, on 01665 830608 or email petermcilroy@alncom.
net. 

 John Pearson


